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™ & REPORT 
1. The Public Accounts Committee for the year 1971-72 was constituted 

by the Haryana-Vidhan Sabha by .election vjde Notification No. CB-EC-3/ 

71/37, dated the 13th -March, 1971, It lield 21 meetings, at Chandigarh. 

2. The Committee for the year 1972-73 Wwas ‘constituted by election 

vjde “Notification -No. PAC-EC-3/72/14, dated the 14th April, 1972. 

पद . : _ GENERAL _... - न 

.. = 3, ‘The Committee have made observations” earlier that a nambér +6f 

departmental representatives who appeared before the ‘Commitiee for exami- 

nation wore not fully prepared with facts and figures although sufficient 

-notice *was given.in.advance and answers given by them were vague or in- 

- completefevasive. However, . while the .Committee . found no -ostensible 

. improvement in~the situation, some of the departmental representatives. 

. frequently - asked for more time to supply information or reply to the questions 

rasked -during oral.examindtion. In certain cases, the promisedinformation 

was.also either submitted late or was not furnished by the departments con- 

- cerned by the .timé.of drafting the Report, asin the case of B.W.D. (Public 

““Health), Industries, Irrigation, Excise and Taxation, ctc. A 

- . .. IRRIGATION S 
. . 4. -Paragraph 84.of the-Audit Report, 1966—Rewari Lift Jrrigation S¢heme 

. In.view_of the'néar drought conditions -in Thajjar, “Gurgaon-and: Rewari 

. Fehsils .during,pre-monsoon .moaths, Rewari 'Lift Irrigation Scheme .was 

taken up in 1959 at an estimated cost'of'Rs 1,07 -28 lakhs and was expected 
sto be.completed by. March, 1963. The scheme had been sanctioned as un- 

_productive ; against the annval working expensss of Rs 19 "32 lakhs, revenue 

. 'of abouf .Rs 10-81 .1akhs -was expécted to be-realised: " An’ expenditure: of 

~Rs 4374 lakhs 'had béen'incutred on the scheme'up to July, 1965." - 2~ 

‘1;“1 न - b r"‘?-'-‘..{ .y 

- “Aftor rthe comimencement of the-work in 1959;-the’ scheme “was revised 
butin May, 1962, it was decided to-execute it in -atcordance ‘with the original 

. scheme of 1959 and the three additional lifts provided in the revised scheme 

_were. to-be taken up.according to the availability *of funds. "The work on the 

scheme rwas suspended in December, 19627 due to National Emergency ; it 

_.was resumed inApril, 1963.4nd waslin progress-in HarianaDivision, W.I.C., 

..Rohtak, s d o TR e e -l 

. The area irrigated up to:March, 1965/ was only-4 to 15 per cent of.‘ the 

* phased _targots, as indicated below — - : \ . M N 
e LT LT 

ही दि Year . Estimated - Area . Percent 
7" * Nameofthe - S Ta-grea‘'to be  actually age 
7 System o . “+ Cirrigated - irrigated -1o the 

.= - 4. 377 ८ Apres --.  Acres ..estimate 

‘Salawas and Dubaldhan'system Rabi1962 - 6,101 - < 969... - 13 
o _ - - . to - . s - ० 

वि न न हि ये _ . .... 21 
‘Salawas ‘Lift Scheme - - 11964-65- 34,195 . 2491 . .. .0 F 

" ‘Dubaldhan-Scheme < - -, A962-63 8,125 . 329... . .4 - ) ¢ - + -- 196364 . - 8,125 420 . .5 
5 2 o925 L2 1 

. - % i . 
[ T R न रथ L - चयन अत्यी ¥ weew "
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1t was noticed in 1964 that-dug to shortage of water in the parent 

channel, the channels constructed could be run only by rotation for.a period 

ता about 8 days in a month. 

| 1 , 

The Superintending Enginnecr, West Circle, suggested in Octobe -, 

1964, a re-examination of the entire scheme, particularly the provision of the 

3 additional lifts and the connected works.- The execution of these works 

had almost been stopped. Due to stoppage of work on these lifts, earth- 

_work costing about Rs 1.99 lakhs was lying exposed to rains, floods, storms 

etc. (September, 1965). 

The department stated in a written memorandum that the 

scheme of Rewari Lift Irrigation was originally sponsored in the year 

1956. However, when the work was started in 1959, ie., after a 
lapse - of three yeats, the extension of the scheme was contemplated with a 
view to extending benefit of irrigation to 61 villages of Gurpaon and Rewari 

-Tehsils. This was also aimed to cater to the needs of drinkin’gh_water supply. 

Tn May, 1962, 85 the potential had been built on the first two fts under the 

original scheme, it was decided that this should be fully utilised and the work 

on three additional lifts should proceed according to the availability of 

funds without detriment to the potential on the first two lifts.- The programme 

: of construction was to be phased according to the availability of funds and 

the shortage of funds was primarily responsible for the non-completion of 

the channels for the pump houses to be' providéd under the’ revised scheme. 
N i .. कर - L. - -t ar 

" * It was brought to theé notice of the Committee by Audit that the Super- 
~intending . Engineer had made¢ a report 10 the Chief Engincer that the depart- 
ment did not se¢ any , prospects of increase_in the supply of water in the 

channels till 2 dam was constructed on the river Jamuna: It was, however, 

_ stated in the written memorandum that the question of extension of supply to 

_Rewari Lift Trrigation Scheme 85 a result of construction of a dim on river 
_ Jamuna was hardly relevant as it.had been clearly mentioned in the original 

report of the project that such supply would' be.~ available on transferance 

of the whole Sirsa Branch System.on Bhakra Canals, thereby making a 
surplus . passage of 1,794 cusecs which was much ‘more than‘the demand of 

550 cusecs on the entire system of Réwdri Lift'Schéme< But what happened 
on the whole irrigation system fed by river Jamuna was that the rotation 

_period culminating into_a supply of 8 days a,month was enforced. This was 
inescapable because the supplies in_river, Jamuna. abruptly fell and were 
hardly sufficient to meet the. requirements. Howevér, in the Kharif season 

_when supplies were abundant in .river Jamuna, the entire Systém incliding 
the Rewari Lift Irrigation Scheme got full share of supply of water. The 
rotation period in the lean period of river Jamuna would be - narrowed down 
85 soon as stored Bhakra supplies were linked with river Jamuna.® " - 

It was also brought to the notice of the Committee that the department 
had informed Audit in February, 1966 that the” * channél 6f Pump’ Houses 1 
and 2 had aimost been completed except for a few drainage crossings con- 
sidered necessary to avert the onslaught of Sahibi Nadi.- The department 
stated in its reply that while formulating the original schemé, enough data 
was not available to make a realistic assessment of onslaught of Sahibi Nadi 
and that in the absence of adequate data, it would have been erratic to have 

- schemes of cross drajnage works.- It was after_1962.that_on scientific assess- 
ment and on the basis of experience of the incidence of floods, the proposals 
for cross drainage works were formulated and the construction started accord- 
ingly, It was added that the re-examination of the scheme necessitated 
provision of cross drainage works in order to provide clear passage‘in the 

L
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_ ...____.. __ INTRODUCTION _ 

T, the Chairman of the Public Accounts Committee having been authorised 
by the Cormittee in this be half present this their Fourth Report on the Appropriation 
Accounts of -the Composite- Punjab Government for the year 1964-65 
and फिट Audit Report, 1966, in so far as these relate to the areas now 
comprising Haryana State and Appropriation  Accounts of the Haryana 
Government for the year 1967-68 and the Audit Report, 1969, 

727 The previous Commiitee for the year "1971-72 had done the scrutiny 
of the various paragrashs relating to _Audit Report, 1969. However, that 
Committee could not finilize the Report for want of time. 

3. A brief re'_ccr"d of the proceedflings of each meeting of the Committee 
for the year 1971-72.has been kept in the Haryana Vidhan Sabha Secretariat, - 

4. .The previous C_om-mi't'tce also framed questionnaries in respect of the 
material appeiring की" th2, 'Appropriation Accounts 1968-69, Finance Accounts 
1968-69 and Audit Report, 1970 relating to the following departments :— . 

कक कि: - . 
- * No. of Paragraph or Grant 

and No. of Page of the 
Finance Accounts - 

Serial Name of dcpartmenrt o 
No. ः ' 

I _‘_-'__.__._____.__E“ / 

RN/ 

1. Food and Supplics ST 

-~ ~ 

40,44 and 68 * -~ - -- 
Grant No. 49 and 387 

2. Colonization. ~ - . उस o< 43 - .. - - 

- = — जा 
-_—— हि जं 3. Agriculture 2(c) 12, 18, 29, 30, 31, 44, 98, न न =~ - ~-100 and 101 L 

¢ ५. गा, Grants No. 19, 49, 50 and Ap- 
pendix Page 33-34 of the Finance- 
Accounts 

T4
 

-, . 4 .Animal Husbandry . . 

5. Medical and Health 

“6.” __E‘d_uc'#.atio‘n' 

r i . 

oo .12,32,33,34,98and 101 -~ - - 
“Grants No. 20 and 42 Explana- - 

tory. Note 2 under Statement 
No. 2 regarding Proforma Ac-  _ 
counts of the Government Live- N 
stock Farm, Hissar. 

12, 14, 34, 35, 36, 44, 56, 98, 
100 and 101 

Grants No. 17, 18 and Appendix 
Recoveries in arrears—. 
(Loans to.poor and deserving 
students of Meuical TInsti- 
tutions) ~ 

2.7 2(0), 12, 14,37, 38, 44, 98, 100 
and 101 ' 

Grants No. 15, 16 and 50 | - 



- 

- Serial Name एव department - No. of Paragraph or Grant and 
No., . ] No. of Page of.the Finance 

. - - - A"ccounts_- ] . . 

- 7 Bxcise and Toxstion .. .2 (दो, 44, 63 (0, 63 (i) (8), (5), (&) and 
" (d), 64, 65, 66, 67, 98 and 101 

Grants JN_o. 2, 4and 5 - 
8’ .CO-OpCratl.VC' _ ‘e 44’ 87-, 88, 93, 94; 95, 96, 97, 98, «< _ 0 and 101 ] . . - Grants No. 21, 43,49 and 50 

- - Page33-34.of the ‘Finance 
- ) - “Accourits की 

-~ 9—Prisons- " - - .. 42,98,100and 101 T 
. . © - Grant No. 11 . - 

10 Forest -+ 7 L. 2(c), 39, 44, 68, 98 and 100 ] 
T T - " "Grant'No. 37 

\ . 
11. Welfare of Scheduled Castes and' 41 and 100 

Backward Classes ' 

12 Haryana State Electricity Board 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 717, 78, 79, 80, 
] 81, 82, 83 and 100 

13 Finance Department .. 12] 13, 22, 35,86 and 98 
- - - " Grant No, 50 

5. This Report also includes recommendations of the Committée in regard 
to paragraphNos.47:50,5[and"52 of the Audit Report, 1966 relating (0 
certain Flood Control and Drainege Schemzs under taken by the Irrigation 
Department which were examined by-the Public Accounts Committee of Com- 
posite Punjab Vidhan Sabha but that Committee could not frame recommenda- 
tions on these paragraphs before reorganisation. 1he recommendations 
are based on the evidence _tendered before the Composite Punjab Puhlic 
Accounts Committee. T e . T दि 

6. In णएएँघा to review the _pr-ogres's in regard to the implementation of the 
recomm2ndations/observitions contdined in the Reports of the Public 
Accounts Committee, a Sub-Comriittee known as the ‘Implementation Sub- 
Committee, consisting of five Membors was  constituted during 1971-72, 
The Heads of Depirtments concerned were called, along with the represen- 
tative of the Finance Department to.explain the action taken to implement 
the outstanding recomnendationsfobservations. In all, the Sub-Committee 
held seven sittings.and further observations were conveyed to the Finance 
Department as well as the depsrtments concerned, .where necessary, -
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7. The Committee place on record their appreciation of the valuable assistance given to them by the Accountant-General, Haryana and his staff and are thankful to the. Secretary to Government, Haryana, Finance Department -and his representating  and representative -of various Departments who appeared before the Committee from time to time. The Committee arg also thankful to the Secrétary, Haryana Vidhan Sabha and his officers शव staff for their whole-hearted : co-operation and assistance given by them. 

ISHWAR SINGH, 
CHAIRMAN 

The 18th May, 1972.
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Sahibi Nadj project. and estimate for cross-drainage works was framad छिए 

ai aimount of Rs 6:43 lakhs. Three cross drainage works had bzzn com 

pleted against the total number of 22 provided in the project. 

¢ wa"'s‘f'ur'the_r‘sta'ted'” that if the incomplete state of the scheme had resulted 

ifito exposure of the works to rains, floods and storms, it was beyond the 

control of the department due to_non-availability of funds. 

. During the course of ofal examination the departmental representative 

stated’ that the coursg of Sahibi Nadi has been changing as a result of which 

instead of confining itself to one stréam it had been bifurcating and _trifurcat- 

ing. The arex was considered vulnerable and feeling discouraged they:did 

qot expand- irrigation in the tail reaches as fast as it was contemplated. 

With more of emphasis on the need for irrigation the whole proposal was 

being reviewéd and they might also take a carrier channel for the southern 

area using the Rewari Main Channel near Rewari and Narnaul. So, all the 

“channels which had been constructed would be fully utilised under the new 

scheme. Al the. old channels, and small minors' cominginto the Sahibi 

Nadi would be reconditioned and put into operation as soon 85 arrangements 

to control the Sahibi Nadi weré made for which inter-State meeting 

between Rajasthan, Delhi and Haryana were being held. ' 

_ It was also stated that the present irrigation was 25 per cent against the 

projected figure of 42 per cent. In this area also there was certain spill -from 

the 'floo/ds-for which syphons have been,rle‘ce_ntly' constructed and the irrigation 

W/nThasiproving. ) 

e Committee notice that the whole scheme was formulated पा 

haphazard manner without- proper planning as a result” of which frequent devia- 

tions had to be' made in the programme of construction. The Committee do 

not feel satisfied with the reasoning given for the revision of the scheme’ in the 

“same year, viz, 1959 in which the work on it was started, The department 

_came to realise only in 1966 that construction of drainage crossings was necessary 

in order to avert the onslaught of Sahibi Nadi. Further, it is not uoderstood as 

to how the scheme was considered successful if the supply of water to the channel 

was expected tobe available by rotation only fer about 8 days ina month during 

पीट period when supplies एव water are most essential for irrigation purposes, 

The frequent changes in the execution of the scheme atiributed to shortage 

of funds is not at all a convincing reason 85 the avaitability of funds has always 

to be reckoned in advance while formulating such schemes. It is strange that 

the department has shown helplessness at the loss resulting from the expo- 

sure to rains, floods and storms ete, of the earthwork already done at a cost 

of Rs. 1-99 lakhs. . 

The Committés view with concern the apathy with which the entire schem 

has been handled and would like responsibility to be fixed for its unimaginative 

and faulty ‘planning Jexecution, न 

The Committee, would further like to be informed whether the remaining 

Pomp Houses and the connected works have since been completed and, if so, 

‘at what cost and how far the targets fixed for irrigation have been achieved. 

A “_Par'a'.gr‘aph उठ of the Audit Report, 1969-Excess payments to Contractors 

-‘JHA_’udl""t' bad pointéd oit that.in Gaunchi Division; Faridabad, execution 

of earthwork in twg reaches of Ferozepur-Jhirka Distributary was allotted
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to a. contractor in August/December, 1966, During inspection of the distri- 
butary in March, 1968 the Executive Engineer noticed that excessive quantities 
of earthwork had been measured and paid for to the contractor by the Sub- 
Divisional Officer. The work was got check-measured throngh two independent 
Sub-Divisional Officers in April, 1968, and it was found that whereas 9- 52 lakh 
cubic fect: of carthwork had been actually executed, the contractor had been 
paid for 21.62 lakh cubic fest of earthwork resulting in excess' payment of 
Rs..29,146, The contractor left the work incomplete in December 1967. 
In June 1968 the Executive Engineer reported to the Superintending Engineer 
that the Sub-Divisional Officer was personally responsible for the excess pay- 
ment. i 

~ The metter was reported to Government in July 1968. Intimation of 
the action taken against the Sub-Divisional Officer was awaited till February, 
1969. " 

The Chief Engineer was stated to-have informed पी: in June, 1969 
.that fresh cross sections for the two reaches were observed by the Executive 
.Engineer, Gaunchi Division personally. and it was found that overpayment 
of Rs. 18,203 (and not Rs. 29,146 as indicated in the Audit paragraph) had 
been made to the contractor. The department proposed to adjust a sum of 
Rs. 3,733 'due to the contractor against the amount overpaid. It was also 
stated during cvidence that replies to the show-cause notices served upon.the 
Sub-Divisional Officer and the Sectional Officer concerned had been received 
and were under examination. _ 

T 

- In.reply to an enquiry from the Committec asto फिट detailed reasons for 
which the Executvie Engineer could not inspect the works before March, 1968, 
it was stated: by the department that the available record did not indicate the 
reasons as to why he could not inspect the work. However, his successor in- 
spected the work.in November, 1967. The Executive Engineer who did not 
inspect.the work retired in 1970. It was further stated that no useful purpose 
would.be served by initiating any action against him. 

During oral examination the departmental representative: was asked as to 
whether any departmental instructions existed whereby the Executive Engineer 
was required-to check measure-a portion of the work before making the pay- 
ment. The departmental representative stated.that this was a very old case 
and previoulsy the Executive Engineer was not required to check measure the 
work. However, it ‘was stated 0४. the department that instructions had-since 
been issued for.1009% check measurements by the Sub-Divisionsl Officers 
and 10 per cent by the Executive Engineers. The attention of the departmental 
represenative was invited to tule 1.-12()(0) of the Manual of Irrigation according 
to which:a Divisional Officer wa. expected to.keep-in close touch with such 
measurements in order to see that फिट Sub-Divisional Officers did them effi- 
ciently and promptly and was also required to check measure a portion of the 
work. of the Sub-Divisional Officers and Overseers to the extent considered 
necessary by him. The departmental representative stated that these provisions 
only said that the Executive’ Engineer was expected to keep in touch with such 
.measucements but did not require that he must check the measurements taken 
by the Sub-Divisional Officers. It"was pointed out to the departmental re- 
presentative that the rule enjoined upon the Divisional Officer a duty to see 
.that the measurements were correct and this duty could जज एड performed 
‘unléss'he cheeked a certain portion of the-measurements. The departmental 

Y 
. 
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representative . replied fhat clear instructions, had: since been issued for check: 
measurements in- respect of Flood Coatrol -and Drainags Works .and. for 
other works, similar instructions were being: issued. | . 

‘The Committee enquired why the overpayment could not be: recavered 
frem the contractor.The departmental representative stated that the 0850, 
was pending with the arbitrator whose:déecision was awaited, The Committee 
desired that the department should go in for.arbitration:on the point that over- 
payment had been made to the contractor and he should refund the money. 
The departmental representative promised.to look. into this. - 

p/The, Committee are constrained to observe that although the overpayments 
came to. notice चाप March/April, 1968, the department was yet to finalise चाट, 
disciplinary action against the delinquent officers/officials. The- Committee - 
strongly feel that this. case: should havebeemkept in viewbefore the defaulting _ 
Executive ‘Engirneer was allowed .to retire from service:in 1970. .The Committee- 
recommend that :— . : ’ 

(1) the disciplinary proceedings ‘against the Sub-Divisional Officer and 
© the Sectional Oficer, should be finalised as quickly as possible; 

(2) tho. decision: of the-arbitrator on-the. case may-be got expedited and - 
intimated to the Committce, along with the action' taken on the- 
suggestion' of the Committee during oral examination ; 

(3) the fact whether the-amount of: Rs: 3,733 ' had been- adjusted against 
the overpayments involved’ may be intimated to फिट Committee; 

. (व) the circumstancesin which this case was not kept in view before. the 
then Executive Engineer was allowed to retire in 1970 may be in- 
vestipated and the Committee informed ; and 

(5) in view oI the instructions now issued for 100 per cent check-measure- 
ment by the Sub Divisional Officers-and 10.per cent,by the Executive 
Engineers the existing provistons inrule1--12 of the Irrigation Manual 
‘may be suitably amended. so- as to-avoid any ambiguity- in future. 

6. Paragraph 32(ii) of the Audit Report, 1969-Excess payments to.Contiactors. 

Audit had pointed out that in Rohtak Division, Western Jamuna Canal, 
stone pitching on the spill bund of Krishnawati nadr was done during March, 
1965 to February, 1966 through two contractors to whom Rs. 87,415 were paid 
on the basis of measurements recorded' by the Sectional Officer and check- 
measured by the Sub-Divisional Officer. In April, 1967 a complaint was 
received to the effect that —. 

(i} the stonc paid for was 10 per cent in excess of that actually used 
in the work ; and 

(ii) the entire work done was below the prescribed specifications. 

Preliminary investigations conducted in July, 1967 by the Superintending 
- Engineer confirnied the above allegations and it wasifound that the actual. 
.depth of stone pitching was '1’-7” to [1-10 against the desigued.thickness of-
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2 fest. Detailed measurements subsequently carried out by two indepandent 
Sub-Divisional Officers in October, 1967 disclosed excess measurements resulting 
in overpayment of Rs. 14,623 to the contractors. e 

The Chief Engineer intimated in July, 1968 and again in December, 1968 
that a Sectional Officer and two Sub-Divisional Officers had been considered 
responsible for the overpayment and show-cause notices were being issued to 
them. Intimation of actual recovery was awaited till February, 1969. 

The department stated in evidence that recovery order for Rs. 5,129 
against the Scctional Officer in addition to stoppage of one increment with 
future effect had been issued. The explanations of the two Sub-Divisional 
Officers concerned had also been considered and warning issued to them. 
The Committee were also informed that the department had intimated to 
Audit.in Augast, 1968 that excess payment to the extent of Rs, 4,394 was pro- 
posed to be recovered from the final bill of the contractor but it had not so 
far been prepared. The balance amount of Rs. 5,100 was proposed to be 
wTh/ntte' दी 

e Committee regret fo note that although the department had informed 
Audit in August, 1968 about the proposal to adjust a sum of Rs. 4,394 against 
the fioal bill of the contractor, the same had not been finalised despite lapse of 
a period of more than 3 years. The reasons for such inordinate delay are not 
clear. The Committee would recommend that the amount be adjusted expedi- 
tlously and reasons for delay investigated and responsibility fixed. The Committee 
would further like to be informed whether the recovery ए Rs. 5,129 has been 
made from the Sectional Officer concerned. The Committee are of the view 
that warning is no punishment. They would recommend that the desirability 
of recovering the balance amount of Rs, 5,100 from the $.D.0.s concerned may 
be considered before any decision is taken on the question of writing off एवं this 
armount . . 

7. Paragraph 32(iii) of the Audit Report, 1969 —Excess payments to Contractors. 

Audit had pointed out that in Rohtak Drainage Division and Gaunchi 
Division, Faridabad, exccution of earthwork in certain reaches of Drain No. 8 
and Gurgaon canal was allotted to five contractors during November to De- 
cember, 1961 and- August to September, 1964 respectively. The final 
bills of the contractors passed in March, 1965/January, 1966 and January- 
March, 1968 on the basis of final measurements recorded in December, 1962 
and January-February, 1968, disclosed that चाह contractors had been overpaid 
Rs. 38,131 in running account bills due to excess measurements (Rs. 28,336) 
and payments at rates higher than these admissible (Rs. 9,795). Out of that 
Rs. 28,338 awaited recovery till July, 1968. 

The Chief Engincer informed Audit in January, 1969 that show-cause 
notices had been served on Sub-Divisional Officer and Sectiomal Officer in 
March, 1968. Final action in the matter was awaited till February, 1969. 

The department stated पा evidence that the excess payment involved in 
this case could besplit into twoparts ; onefor the work done वा Rohtak Drain- 
ag: Division and the other in Gawenchi Division. Action had been finalised 
in the case of excess in Rohtak Drainage Division and the Sub-Divisional 
Officer had been punished by Government. In the case of Gaunchi-Division, 
the case was taken to arbitration and the Arbitrator gave the award in favour 
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of Government for the recovery of about Rs. 21,000 from the contractor against 

the amount of Rs. 27,000 demanded by Government: The award had been 

made a rule of the court. The contractor’s appeal to the court had been re- 

jected. Further action was being taken by the District Attorney to get the 

‘amount recovered from the contractor. -Apart from the above contractor 

there was another firm against which a recovery of Rs. 4,779 was being pro- 

cessed: As regards action against the concerned Officer/Official, it was stated 

that one increment of the Sectional Officer had been stopped with futu re 

effect and the explanation of the Sub-Divisional Officer had been received which 

was under examination, " - 

- Tt was also stated by the department that to avoid overpayment 85 8. result 

of excass measurements it had since been decided, that 100 per cent check 

measurfime énts should be carried out by the Sub-Divisional Officers and 10 

p/ec-r t by the Exccutive Engineers. 

_ * 'The Committee would like to know whether the amount of Rs. 21,000 awarded 

by the Arbitrator in favour of Government in respect of Gaunchi Division had 

gince heen recovered and what has been the outcome of the recovery proceedings 

for a sum of Rs. 4,779 against the other firm. The Committee would further 

like to be informed about the action taken against the Sub-Divisianal Officer 

conceraed. 

As suggested in para 5 of this Report, the Committee would urge suitable 

amendment of rule 1-12 of the Irrigation Manual leaving no room for doubt 

that the check-measurement according to the prescribed quanfum was obligatory 

en the Executive Engineer and not discretionary. . 

8. Paragraph 32(iv) of the Audit Report, 1969—Excess payments to Contractors 

Audit had pointed out that in Rohtak Western Jamuna Canal Division 

construction of the Qadma bund was allotted to a labour and construction 

society in December, 1966, On the bagis of measurements 1ecorded by the 

Sectional Officer and checked by-the Sub:-Divisional Officer Rs! 41,053 were 

paid to the society upto September, 1967 for executing 17-47 lakh cubic feet 

of earthwork. Check measurement of the work subsequently made by the 

. Executive Engineer, in December, 1967 disclosed that the society had actually 

_executed only 9-20 lakh cubic feet of earthwork for which Rs: 19,431 only 

were due to it, The society had, thus, been paid Rs. 21, 622 in excess i.c. 111 

" per. cent in excess of the amount actually due. Only Rs.-2,094 wete with the 

department as the security deposit ‘of the society. ‘The Superintending En- 

gineer held the Sectional Officer and the Sub-Divisional Officer responsible 

for the excess payment. The: Chicf Engineer informed -Audit in December, 

T 1968 that show-cause notices had been issued to the Officers at fault for taking 

 disciplinary action and for making good the loss sustained by Government. 

The departient stated in evidence that the show-cause notices had been 

served on thesSectional Officer and the Sub-Divisional Officer held responsible 

for the loss.involved in this case. Their explanations had been received and 

fu_rt/hcr fion was being taken on them. . 

The Committee regret to observe the-delay in calling for the “explanations 

. and finalising action against the Sab-Divisional Officer and the Sectional 

! Officer concerned and would recomme:d that necessary. action लि this behalf may- 

be finalised quickly. The manuer in which फिट loss. involved-in this case was 

पड़ ते propased to be recovered/adjusted may also be intimated to the Committee.
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9. Paragraph 34 of:the -Audit Report, 1969—Diversion.of Dohan, Krishnawati 
and Sahibi padies. - . . . 

Audit had pointed-out that for.flood control, irrigation-etc., diversion of 
-.the waters of Dohan, .Krishnawati and Sahibi nadies was undertaken in.July, 
21963, July, 1964 and September, 1962.respectively at an estimated cost of 
Rs: 22-24 lakhs, The works were mainly completed during 1964-65. Parts 
of the bunds constructed in 1964-65 for those works were frequently 
damaged by floods. When-those damages occurred and the amount spent 
on, or the estimated amounts required for, their repairs are shown below :— 

- 1 
T 

Serial  Name of the bund ‘When damaged _ Amount spent/" 
No. and nadi o estimated for repair 

of the damage 
- 

- पय — = v 

1. Dohan ... @) उपाए, 1964 13,600 
A (i) July, 1965 93,700 

- (मी June,;-1967 10,800% - - 
*(damage not yet 

- e .. repaired). 

- 2 ' ¢ *Krishnawati - ..- (i)-August, 1965 16,100 
¥ O मा) July,-1967 20;500* 

*(damage not yet 
"० _ «८ _ ._ - repaired) 
«3 ¢ __rSahibi . -, v.yInmonsoomiseason - 48,100 

- v, s . v ofl1964 - . . . . 

"Rs, 19-64 lakhs (including cost of.restoration of. damages) w‘cref._spe_nt'on 
the works.. - AT A - . e 

. After inspection, the Chief Engincer reported to .Government .in July, 
- 1965:that the damages to-the.Dohan.and Krishnawati bunds were  attributable 
; "to defective design and planning. Orders ‘were subsequently issued by him in 
June,, 1966-that-all the.three works. be stopped and no.further expenditure in- 

-, curred -thereagainst .till the design:for.pucca weirs had been preparéd. 
कं . i D 

-In-order to examine how.best the existing.works at Dohan and Krishnawati 
-nadies -could be utilised, an. Expert Committee -was.set एफ by Governient in 

, «August, 1967. The recommendations of.the committee, accepted by Govern- 
ment in January, 1968, were — ‘ 

e D) Thd_c"‘.abu'tmr'en'ts_'-of':thc ‘bunds should "96 reconstructed. according to 
-standard design. ‘ 

(ii) The spillway of the Krishnawati i bund ‘should be increased to 350 
- feet from the existing 150 feet which was considered too inadequate. 

(iii) The head regulators.of the channels should be according (16 standard 
+design-and practice. _ 
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The Chief Engineer reported to Government in January, 1968, that 
Rs. थे + 50 lakhs per bund would be required to implement the above recom- 
.mendations ; final decision was awaited till February, 1969, 

The Chief Engineer observed after inspection of the Sahibi bund in Octo- 
ber, 1966 that the expenditure on that work as then built at a cost of Rs. 5-02 
lakhs was practically infructuous. A fresh proposal for constructing, at an 
estimated .cost एव Rs. 94:06 lakhs, a barrage on the Sahibi nadi about 4,000 
feet down stream from the site of the existing bund was afoot (July 1968). -~ 

The matter was referred to Government in January, 1968; their reply 
was awaited till February, 1969. 

- . 

The department stated in evidence that the Expert Committee-appointbed 
by Government in 1967 to go into the matter एवं damages suffered repeatedly on 
Dohan and Krishnawati nadies was of the opinion that these were experimental 
schemes which were approved by Government and the designs of work were 
of a temporary nature in the intere t of economy. The Expert Committee 
further observed that the object had been achieved to a fair degree and recom- 
mended that the experiment should be continued 85 the construction of‘these 
_bunds and experimental channels had been quite wuseful and helpful in sur- 
charging the sub-soil and improving the quality of water. The scheme of 
Sahibi nadi was also of similar nature, Government had suggested that these 
schemes be incorporated in the plan for chronically drought affected areas. 
The project estimate in this behalf was stated to be under preparation. 

During oral examination, the departmental representative maintained 
that although Government did suffer some loss due to damages to the bunds 
yet the experiment was partially successful inasmuch 85 in the Mohindergarh 
area, it helped detaining of water for longer timé and thereby charging brackish 
water. However, the design of bunds was faunlty and on that account these 

" were washed away. It was added that the design for these works was devised 
by the Director of Irrigation and Power Research Institute, Amritsar and his 
Engincers, The department was not now using that kind of design’and the 
spill-ways were not washed away. 

In order to enable the Committee to arrive at a delf'inite conclusion in 
the matter, the Committee hac desired that departmental files 00 the subject 
along with a'copy of the report submitted by the Expert Committee should 

. be made available to them. However. these files were awaited till the writing 
o/l(f- this Keport. - . 

Although the Committee could form their final opinion in the case only after 
going throngh the departmental files they fail to understand the divergent opinion 
held by the Chief Engineer, after inspection of the woerks as reported to Govern- 
mént in July, 1965 and the views now attributed fo the Deparimental Expert 
Committee appointed in August, 1967, The plea that these works were of an 
experimental nature and had resulted in some benefit by converting the brackish 
water info sweet water to some extent is hardly acceptable as the bunds generally 
got washed away with the first rains every year and repairs were carried ont after 
the rainy season. The Committee feel that had the designs of the works been 
carefully planned abinitio it would have been possible to achieve the desired results 

* without Government heing put to unnecessary loss.
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The Committeé: would like (0 know whether the additional works as suggested " by-the Departmental’ Expert: Committee-have ! since ‘been undertaken: and if-so, what is the amount of. expenditure involved and whether: these works have: been ,able to improve upon the original faulty execution of the works. The Committee ‘are’pained:to note- that-despite assarance-by- the-departmental representative the ~'department- has not submitted the required files and information, :Ttip Comuiittee “desire-‘that submission of: ‘the’departmental files-on'the subject and copy ‘of report - 7 of the Expert Committee alreddy.asked for:he expedited. and-respunsib?lity‘ fixed 

for the delay. The “Committee -wonld ~‘further.-lik-e-'-the1'-department‘tu’*subm'it a note justifying its arguments quantitatively and indicating how the henefits said 0० have been derived from thetemporary- works canberregarded, as commensu- rate with the expenditure incurred thereupon., . b 
10, Paragraph 42(i) of the Audit Report 1969—Delay in investigation and fixing " responsibility involving shortages and loss of stores, * . 

" " Audit pointed-out that in Tubewell Division No. 1,-Karnal, physical' veri- “fication- of stores ‘of Tubewell:Workshop, *Karnal.-was - not-conducted-during the incumbency of a -storekeeper from-April; -196L to " July, 1965. ~He.ias compulsorily-retired* from' service in -August,’ 1965, - Shortages-in. stores-of " Rs.-23,168. came to notice-subsequently. s 
- ‘Matter -was. reported to-the 'Police, in' November, 1966._ " The results of " - investigation-were-awaited. “The' Chief Engineer intimated Audit in’Octobier, *2 1968, that it was proposed to recover Rs 2,673 from the gratuity of the official . and 10 issue show-cause notices on th'o"s"e.‘Su'b-‘Divisional"Oflice’rs'-wh'_o did not- conduct- physical :verifications of stores: dwring ‘the incumbency of- the “store- 

The-department.stated during.,evide_‘nce that the Sub-Divisional Officer - «incharge- under-whom the store-keeper.was:working” reported (0 'the™ higher s~authorities that.stock registers. maintained’, by the ‘store “keeper “were incoms pletesand there was.confusion 1‘n'nstor‘e accounts. 2 In order to™ fifid. out "the Lrexact. amouat of shortage, .an-Enquiry -Comumittee’ was appointéd which went _:into-all the details. - In the first . stage. arshortage of R5"3,73;000 ‘was, appre- ~ ‘hended but: after further. investigation-and .aJdju"s'tme'n'ts’.thel"shor‘tage's i were <~'brought *down.to-Rs 23;168. It was, .s‘t_a'tc"d_’th'at'there‘.ml"ght,~be some more accounting errors and it was necessary to.enquire ito.the, matter™ further , Every possible effort was stated to have beenl made 10 set right the-accounts - before: permitting the store-keeper.to retire. _ Extra staff was also posted but even then it was thought fit-to retire him to-avoid further 1055 and“deterioration «in accounts. ~The ‘case regarding ‘grant:of pension-and gratuity-to" the-istore. “keeper had not yet-been finaliséd, 7 The entire gratuity एव Rs"2,673 “due to--him - was proposed to-be withheld: for adjustment-against-the“loss. - It*was ~further stated that 5 Sub-Divisional Officers were involved in this case~ i Of ‘these} 3 were allocated-to Haryana, one to Punjab and one to Himachal Pradesh, The ~explanations’of-all “of.them:had'beencalled:for. - .One-of .‘the: Sub:Divisional - ५ Officers had-since!been-promotc‘cl,a"s»'Ex'ec_utiv'e':.-Engineer. . दि 
- Asiregardsithe‘outcome of the case reported:tolthe Police, .itswas: stated “that:the Superintendent:of Police had. reported that :noisuch:case;was: trace- - ~-able-in the police records. e e - 

- On-a-specific enquiry:by.the Committee :as:to.whetherzadequate': security ~-was.taken from'the store-keeper, the: departmental- representative- promised to -“check-up-the position, -T-he'A'ccountant-General::appn'sed the Committee, that the irregularity of not obtaining security:deposits {rom officials handling ucash/ store was noticed in 42 offices during 1970-71. i i 
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The Committee are alarmed:at.thesextent: of: shortages-involved-in, this case,. 

which after certain adjustments still stood a t Rs. 23,168, It appears that no effective 

controlrwas , exercised over the work .of the . store-keeper -who_:was : allowed 

to commit irregularities in the store accounts for-a: long fime, The shortages 

and irregularities in the store accounts were prima-facie facilitated by non- 

observance:of: rules regarding -physical :verification of stores, Al though the 

store-keeper. was retired from-service in August, 1965; further enquiries to detcr- 

mine the final shortages: are stated to be still under-way and action had yet to be 

finalised against फिट Sub-Divisional Officers concerned due to whose laxity 

of . control: the shortages were facilitated.”. The.Committee are :also unhappy to 

note that:the case which-was:nitiak'y reporfed to the.police in-November, 1966 

was not pursued properly . The Superintendent of Police:has now reported the 

case to be not traceable in police records, The Committee would urge that 

action against: the. Sub-Divisional: Officers . may:be finaliseds; quickly and the 

final. shortages woried:-out:and intimated to.the Committec,. The Committee 

would further-like.that responsibility for not pursuing -the:case,with the Police 

व be fixed under advice to them, 

The ‘Committee also recommend चिता Government may-take suitable steps- 

to ensure-that adequate security is taken from ail of ficials-handling cash or stores, 

FLOOD CONTROL AND DRAINAGE SCHEMES 

“The. following , paragraphs relating.to Flood Control and "~ Drainage. 

Schemes . appearing_in the Audit Report,.1966, were examiried by the Public. 

Accounts Committee of the composite Punjab Vidhan Sabha .in May,, 1966.. 

However that Committee could not frame recommendations/observations 

on these paragraphs . before the re-organisation of the State. TInitially, the 

Public Accounts Committee of the Haryana Vidhan Sabha decided to examine 

the départment in respect. of those paragrapshs denovo to arrive at definite: 

‘conclusions and to make suitable recommedations. in this behalf. The 

department  stated that these schemes were undertaken in the composite 

Punjab and efforts made to locate the relevant records both. in Haryana.and 

Punjab offices did not prove fruitful. The department, therefore, requested 

thal the observations of the Committee on these cases may be based on the 

examination done by the Public Accounts Committee of the composite 

Punjab Vidhan Sabha. Accordingly, the Public Accounts Commitce of 

Haryana Vidhan Sabha reviewed their earlier decision and decided to frame 
their observations by taking into account the evidence tendéred before the 

composite. Punjab Public Accounts Committee. These paragraphs are -dis- 

cussed as under बनना ' 

11. Paragraph-47-of the Audit Report, 1966—Scheme for diverting watcr 
of Drain No. 8 threugh a channel from Bakra and utilising the same<in 

the, parched area of, Dadri. 

_ The main objects. of the scheme were avoiding floods in Drain No. 8, 

(oviding jrrigation facilities in Tehsil Dadri and charging brackish water 

n that'area. The estimated cost of the scheme was Rs, 346 lakhs and the 
exp_'cndlture incurred was Rs. 10-84 lakhs up (0 March, 1965, 

The work on.the scheme was started in March, 1964, without examination 

by the iTechnical Committee.and .approval of the Flood . Control Board and



12 . g 
n anticipation of the sanction of the project. estimate. While examining the 
scheme in-April, 1964, the Technical Committee observed that :— S 

7 (i) no attempt had been made to integrate this scheme with. the existing 
" canal irrigation scheme ; . 

' 
- i3 

(ii) if it was to supply water to the same area that was being commanded - 
by the existing irrigation scheme,h_ there was every possibility ™ of 
water logging conditions materialising in future ; 

(iif) after the completion of Diversion Drain No. 8,’ the prospects of 
receiving adequate supply via main Prain 'No. 8 would एड -prob-. - 
ematic ; and’ . . 

(iv) unlcss‘ it was clearly demonstrated that the scheme would irrigate 
additional areas in Dadri Tehsil , the advisability of spending so 
much money on the scheme would have to be considered. 

The Director, Irrigation and Power Research Institute, maintained in 
June, 1964, that a detailed study and the data collected had shown that the 
fears expressed about the scheme were unfounded, the scheme was sound, 
technically feasible and extremely beneficial for the drought-stricken area of 
Dadri Tehsil, 

L 7 [ . 

Government observed in July 1964 and Qctober, 1964, that it was irregular tocarry on with the scheme unless all the doubts were cleared. The work on the scheme was continued till November, 1964, when it was suspended dug ७6 
financial stringency. - . 

‘The Director, Land Reclamation, Irrigation and Power Research Institute, had’ stated in August, 1965, that before undertaking the work Government 
had accorded an “anticipatory sanction” and that a revised and integrated scheme was being prepared for being put up to the Technical Committee. 

During oral examination the departmental representative accepted that the work was started without the approval of the Technical Comm/ttes and 
the State Flood Control Board. The ‘scheme was considered by Government at the highest level and the work was taken up in view of the possibility of 
making water available in the arid aréa and the consequential advantages which could have accrued. It was pointed out by the composite Punjab Public Accounts Commuttee that there was a particular procedure laid down for the execution of these schemes acco.ding to which the scheme was first to be examined by the Technical Committee/State Flood Control Board and then the scheme was to be sanctioned by Government before the work was taken in hand.  Asked as to why this procedure was by-passed, the departmental representative stated thatGovernment in this case considered that the work could be taken up straight- 
away. However, no specific reasons for not following the normal procedure were placed an record but the scheme at that time was consid.red to be really 
good. [In reply to another enquiry from the Committee as to whethér any of 
the Members of the Technical Committee or any Engincer was heard by the 
authorities while taking the decision about this scheme -at the highest level, 
the departmental representative stated that the Director, Irrigation and Power - 
Research, who prepared the scheme -gave his assessment when the decision in 
regard to the “implementation of the scheme was taken. The de¢partmental 
representative was also asked as to why expenditure was incurred on this schein P 
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from July.to November, 1964, when the Government had issued orders in July, 

1964, that no expenditure should be incurted on this work till all doubts were 

cleared. - However, the departmenal representative stated that he had no de- 

finite information at that stage and it would have to एल ascertained by him. 

,The.Committee also wanted to know as to what precisely was the scope of 

the revised estimates, what fresh proposals had been made therein in order to 

nieet the objections raised by the Technical Committee and what was the re- 

sultant infructuous expenditure as also the revised estimated outlay on-the 

scheme and whether it would irrigate additional areas का Dadri tehsil, etc. 

The departmental representative stated that the entire matter was still under 

ही ation of the Technical Committee. ¥ 

The Committce see no obvious justification for undertaking the scheme 

without examination by the Technical Committee and approval of the Flood 

Control Board. The Committee also fail to understand the emergency for 

undertaking the project in anticipation of the sanction of the project estimates 

particularly when the scheme had various technical lacunae 2s would एट apparent 

from the observations of the Technical Committee and फिट fact that it had to be 

subsequently suspended without achieving any useful purpose. The Committee 

understand that for claiming. central assistance (100 per cent in the case.of flood 

control schemes) for such schemes it was obligatory to get the prior approval of 

_the Techrical Comuittee. The Committee would therefore like to kaow whether the 

objections raised by the Technical Committee have since been settled and, whether 

Central assistance on the scheme has been received and, if so, to what extent. 

The Committee would also like to know the decision on the revised and integrated 

schemes and whether the work which was suspended in November, 1964, has 

since been completed. If so, the amount of infructuous expenditure entailed by 

the original scheme and the cXpenditure arising out of the revised scheme may be 

intimated to the Committee. The Committee would further like that the cir- 

' cumstances in which shere was a delay of about 4 months in stopping the work on 

the scheme after orders to this effect were issued by Government. in July, 1964, 

may be_thoroughly investigaied and the findings submitted to the Committee. 

12. Paragraph 50 of the Audit Rep-ort. 1966, Strengtherm'ug the hanks of Drain 

Ne. 8. - 
. 

The scheme was intended 10 check the overflow of the drain and to Protect 

the areas on both sides. It was estimated to cost Rs. 25 -40 lakhs, the expendi- 

" ture booked up to March, 1965 was Rs. 24 नी2 lakhs. 

The work was taken up in March, 196] and had not been completed till 

February, 1966. ' . . 
- 

The. cstimate for the work had not been sanctioned till February, 1966. 

The approval of the Governmeat of India had also not been obtained. 

Il According to the decision of the Technical Committee and the Flood Countrol 

Board the right bank of the drain was to be kept lower than the left bank by 

about two fect in order (0 permit spilling in the event of high fleod, on the right 

side, the country slope on this side was mostly from right.to left-and any spill- 

over would return quickly to the drain 85 soon as the flood waters receded.
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- On complaints from.the villagers on the right side of the drain the Technical . 

Committee in. December,. 1961 advised that.the difference in the height of the. 
banks be rémoved in-the redch’down.stream of Rohtak town RD 135-275, no 
change being made in the reach up-stream of Rohtak (froni Gohana to Rohtak) ; 
RD 8-135, as’it might adversely afféct the district headquarters. ' 

In.May, 1962 Government ordered that thé.right bank of the-drain up. 
stream of Rohtak should also be raised to.the same level as the left bank 85 the. 
villages should not be flooded to save the towns. In August, 1962, the State 
Flood Control Board also desired the, Technical Committee .to review (व, 
matter. This bad.not.been done till. October, 1965, 

In July, 1965, the Chief Engincer (Drainage) stated that in view of the 
complete diversion of the drain up-stream Gohana to river Yamuna the raising 
of the right-bank mmight not be necessary and in normal.conditions there was:. 
no:danger of damage.on the right side of the drain. 

The Chief Engineer stated in February, 1966 that.Government had accord-: 
ed “anticipatory.sanction” in January, 1961 for starting the work-in antici- 
pation of sanction 0 the Project Fstimate. He had further stated that, the 
completion of a scheme depended upon a number.of factors; the major being | 
the financial ‘resources. 

During.the course of oral evidence.the departmental representative stated 
that.after- Government.orders of May, 1962, a major development took place 
and the.waters. of Drain.No.:8 were diverted from:Gohana through Diversion., 
Drain-No. 8.with the result.that very little discharge was likely to pass through: 
Drain No.-8. The necessity for raising . the.right bank of the Drain, therefors; 
disappeared.. It was further stated that this work was started in 1960 and.an 
essential part of it was completed by the year 1965-66. It was also mentioned 
that there was now no necessity of the scheme being reviewed by the Technical- 
Committee as desired by the State Flood Céntrol Board in August, 1962, 

oreover, the scheme of diversion of Drain No. 8 had bezn approved by the. . 
Technical Committee. In regard to the work which was taken up in Moarch, 
1961 and was stated to be incomplete till February, 1966, it was stated that 
the major operative and essential parts of the scheme were completed in Jung, 
962 while only a few Village road bridges required re-modelling. These had 
cen given the lowest priority. It was due to the completion of this scheme 

that in 1963 when the intensity of floods was severer than in 1960 the city of 
Rohtak remained quite safe. The project estimate for the scheme was also - 
st/ated 0 have been sanctioned in 1962. - LT 

The Committce view with 'concern the tendency.to undertake such big sche- 
mes involving substantial amount of expenditure witheut or in anticipation of 
proper sanction and approval to the project estimates, It is imperative that 
all such schemes which have great impact on the flood situation affecting the 
people at large,; shou’d be subjected to th-rough-scratiny and considered in every 
detail so that these have not to be abandoaed or suspended in:the-mid-way invol- 
ving unnecessary and infructuous expenditure besides depriving the people of the 
benefit anticipated .therefrom, ' . 

,--Thde Commitiee ave not clear as to what precise -advantages had been derived 
from the.criginal ; scheme- for: the strengthening of the banks of Drain No. 8 ज्ञात, 
what were.the reasons due to, which the scheme for the complete -diversion, of the.
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+drain up-stream Gohana to river Yamuna conld not-be.thought of when the origi- 
wnal.scheme was initiated. The 'Committee won!d like to beenlighteneds on' पिंड 
-aspect - and-also whether the flood-situation has:been resolved.as a.result of.the 
* diversion of: the drain.up-stream Gohana to-river Yamuna. The.Committee 
twould-further like to know the up to-date expenditure incurred.on फिट -original 
+scheme as also on the revised scheme, 

*13. Paragraph 51-of the Audit Report 1966—Reconditioning Saraswati.Drain. 

“The scheme provided for increasing the capacity of the drain from- 4,000 
.10-16,000 cusecs. It was estimated to costiRs. 77.02-lakhs. ; the expenditure 
-'booke__d up to August, 1965 was Rs:30.64 lakhs. 

“The scheme was-taken up in February, 1963 -without (i) .examination ~by 
‘the Technical Committee and: approval by the:State.Floed ControlyBoard, 

- (ii) approval of the Government of India and (iii) a sanctioned-Project . Esti~ 
mate' ला, was.sanctioned in September, 1965). 

The scheme was examined by the Technical Committee after the work.had 
- 1bgefiqj)n taken up ; it ‘was-approved by the Flood Control :Board in.December, 

' The Government of India who were approached for approval of the scheme 

“in-August, 1964; after an expenditure-of Rs, 18.31 lakhs had:been incurred, 

- advised-in September and November, 1964 .that, as the scheme- would=- tend 
+ 0 increase the*flow in the Ghaggar ना ‘should: be deferred till-the Ghaggar 
i Flood Control-Scheme had been - substantially: completed-to.take;care of . the 

s-additional-waters. 

The work on the scheme continued till September} 1965. 

-7 “The Chief Engineer stated in January, 1966 that the'matter .was munder 

«gorrespondence-with the-Central’Water-and Power Commission.for its final 
sxgeceptance by the ‘Government' of India. . T 

<" "*The 'departmental representative stated“during -oral evidence that:ittwas 
-enot correct that the scheme was taken up-without the approval;ofithe Technical 

<‘Committee -arid “State’ Flood Control Board. -*According:to him, .theischeme 
swas originally-envisaged to raise-the capacity!from:4;000 to'7,000:cusecscand 
sigubsequently it was decided to raise the capacity to 16,000 cusecs.. The original - 
-tscheme -was’ recommended न and=approved: by:the!"Technical~Committee zand 
-'the State Flood'Control-Board in November, 1961 and'September 1961;-respec- 
tively. ~The-revised- scheme wass however, recommended .and approved =by 
“thé Teéchnical:Committee and: State: Flood ‘Control!Board:in December,:1963 
tand:Decernber, 1964, respectively. “The representatives:of.the Central>Water 
~:arid:Power Commission; Government-of-India-were:represented on:the Tech- 
~nical: Committee-and all the-details:of the:scheme.were: broadly-discussed by 
that Committee. Therefore, the scheme whenzapproved:byithie Technical 
Committee could be broadly termed as having the approval of the Central 

““Water and-Power Commission: and' the Government of India’s representatives 
iattending ‘the: meeting. लि - 

- The-departmental representative + alsoistated> that :the xunprecedented 
-Cflogds of 1962 brought-the necessity of:immediate execution:of:the scheme and 
«:thé Council of Ministers-in emergency meetings held'on 3rd and 31sti October, 
21962 declared-the scheme-as one of the:emergent ones.- Accordingly;the State
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- Government with the concurrence of the Finance Department. conveyed the 
anticipatory sanction under paragraph 2.89 of the P.W.D. Code, to start the 
work in anticipation of the sanction of the project estimates. The anticipa- 
tory sanction for the original scheme was stated to have been issued on the 
14th/23rd June, 1962 and that for the revised scheme in July, 1963. The later 
anticipatory sanction carried the approval of the Chief Minister as Chairman 
of the State Flood Control Board. The work was, therefore, taken up in 
February, 1963 in pursuance of the financial sanction. However, as a result 
of further discussions and documents produced by the Accountant-General 
before the Committee the departmental representative admitted that the scheme 
had not been finally cleared by the Central Water and Power Commission. 
Asked as to what were the reasons “or which the approval of Government of 
India was sought only in August, 1964, i.e., nearly.1} years after the commence- 
ment of the scheme in February, 1963 and whethér any Central assistance had 
been obtained from Government of India for this scheme, the departmental 

- repre entative stated that a very large number of flood control schemes were 
taken up on an emergency basis in view of the extremely difficult situation 
created in the year, 1962. There was inevitable time lag in preparing and for - 
warding the scheme to the Government of India. It was further explained that 
the Central assistance was obtained in respect of all the flood control and drain- 
age works which were executed during a particular year. The Committee 
further understood that the work of Saraswati Drain had considerably slowed 
down due to paucity of funds. The Commitiee, therefore, wanted to know 
when the scheme would be completed and how the floads in the area would 
be tackled in the meanwhile. To this, the departmental representative stated 
that the position was generally reviewed from time to time and the question of 
completing the entire scheme would be decided at the appropriate time. It 
was also mentioned that the work had not been abandoned but it had been 
suspended for want of funds. 

The Committee were further informed by Audit that the Deputy Commis- 
sioner, Karnal, informed. the Superintending Engineer (Drainage), Karnal 
in May, 1965 that the area in Wwhich the Saraswati River over-flowed at that 
time was “Barani’ (unirrigated) and flooding by river made possible Kharif 
sowing in the area. He had held that but for this flooding no paddy could फिट 
grown in this area and that the controlling of floods through the scheme was, 
therefore, likely to cause more hardship to the people than that caused by the . 
floods. The departmental representative stated that floods in a particular arca 
could sometime be extremely beneficial and they could also cause considerable 
havoc. The position in the case of each area had to be considered in all possi- 
ble aspects to decide 85 to where the balance of advantage lay. It was, how- 
ever, stated that there was no immediate plan to take up the construction of 
thie bund on the right bank of:the drain. It'was of course correct that this 
bund should not be constructed if the people of the affected area were not 
interested in.its construction. It was also mentioned that any decision regard- 
ing furtheT execution of the work on the right bank would be taken keeping 
in view-all the relevant factors. . 

/The Committee do not feel satisfied that the scheme was taken up with due 
approval of the Technical Committee and State Flood Control Board. In fact, 
it was only the original scheme to raise the capacity of drain from 4,000 to 7000 
cusecs which was approved by the Technical Committee and the State Flood 
Control Board in September and November, 1961, but the larger scheme to in- 
crease 5 capacity further to 16,000 cusecs was approved by the Technical 

. Committee and the State Flood Control Board only in December, 1963 ‘and 
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December’, - 1964, althotigh the scheme \as actually taken™ up in February, 1963." 

Morcover, the scheme had not been finally cleared by फिट Government-of Tndia: 

till-the time. of examination of the departmental representatives in May, 1966.~ 

The Committee घाट also unhappy to note that a scheme of this:inagnitude, 

as also other. similar schemes involving-heavyexpénditure, were undertakem 

without proper examinationbythe Technical Committee’ and the approval of the; 

State Floed Control'Board as well.as एव the Government of India. The-project- 

estimates weré also not sanctioned before the scheme was actually talken up. 

The Committee would like to know as to when फिट scheme was ultimately approv- 

¢d- by the Government of India and whether the’work on the scheme has since 

been completed as also the total expenditure incurred “thereon. The Committee; 

_ would further like to know-as tohow the problem posed by the-Deputy Comipis« 

sioner, Karnal: was resolved and whether bund- on the right bank of the drain: 

l- wag' ultimately constructed.or- पाए statusguo anie Was maintained in order (0 

& allow overflowing of the Saraswati river as desired' by the-Deputy Commissioner.: 

- 'The Committee recommend thatsteps be taken'to ensure that such schemes. 

are not undertaken without adequate technical examination and-approval of फिट 

X
 

: competent authorities concerned.’ - 

: 14.- Paragraph 52 of the Audit. Report 1966—Cobstruction 0 a_diversion 
५ - <channel for diverting -a part-of the water of..Drain No. 8 from Gohana_to, 

.7 river Yamupa. -~ - - - . . e 

- ~The work was taken up in November, 1960, without a sanctioned project 

estimate and without the approval of the Government of India;, In Jan-. 

uvary, 1961, the alignment of the diversion channel in the reach from Rasoi 

Village to'the Yamuna via -Kundli -was objected to by.the people. of -Delhi 

onthe: -ground that, as the -diversion passed through_very low lying . depres- 

sions-in.this reach the bunds would have to be very high and liable to breaches’ 

which would -inundate the- _adjoining areas in Delhi. . The State Govern-, 

ment were, therefore, advised (January-February 1961) by the Govern- 

ment-of.India * that workson this reach should be stopped forthwith pending 

further- ‘examination: After a detailed- examination by an expert of the 

- Planning Commission, फिट original alignment near village Kundli was changed 

- (July, 1961) from R.D.- 16,625 ‘to. R.D.” 30 266. Meanwhile, the.work on’ 

' the-original alignment was continued and the pilot section of the. _drain’ 

completed before the monscon of 1961. The expenditure.incurred on the_ 

: portion of the- drain abandoned 85 8 result'of change in the alignment worked 

3 out-to-Rs. 1.69 lakhs. - . . I 

k‘ e -.;.. - - = . - = 

नया Fngineer stated in January, 1966 that there were heavy floods; 

in:1960 *and with a.view toprovide - velief before’the flood season  of 19616 

the: State-Government accorded.sanction. to start the work.in_anticipation of 

¢ the sanction to the project estimate. In regard to the cost of the_abandoned 

! woik, he had stated that the expenditure was “npt infructuous firstly because 

it 15 to serve as a-link drain-and.secondly it served- a. purpose to protect 

large arcas during the floods of 1961 and its cost is almost’ negligible 85 

-comparcd__«to;t.ha_,rcduction-in-losses;which otherwise would have been, there. 

} as has been expericnced in the previous years prior to the ‘construction of 

Pilot::Section”.- - ' : I T 

- 
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! ~During- oral examination the departmental :r'epresen‘{t‘au'v'e,_ stated that'the ' 

schemes.was taken up-in-November, 1960 in view of the fact that heavy 

ही damage was being caused in the affected area, - The scheme 'stood approved*
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by the Technical Committee and the State Flood Control Board and had 
also” been vetted by the Central Water and Power Commission. They had 
recommended the scheme to the Planning Commission for final acceptance. 

ता reply to an enquiry as to whether any assistance was claimed from the 
Government of India for the execution एव the scheme, it was stated that loan 
assistance was claimed from the Government of India for the entire ex- 
penditure on flood control and drainage schemes incurred from year to year. , 

It was pointed out to the departmental representative that the Govern- 
ment of India had advised in January/February, 1961, that the work on 
the reach from Rasoi Village to the Yamuna should be stopped forthwith 
pending further examination. Despite the above advice the work on the 
pilot section of the drain was continued and completed- before the monsoons 
of 1961. The Committee, therefore, wanted to know the reasons for which 
the execution of work on the pilot section was continued contrary to the 
advice of the Government of India, resulting in the avoidable expenditure 
of Rs. 1,69 lakhs. The departmental representative explained that imme- 
diately on receipt of the orders of the Government of India the matter was, 
discussed by the Superintending EBngincer, Western Jamuna Canal, Fast 
Circle, with the expert of the Planning Commission and it was decided that 
during the year 1961 the pilot section should continue व function. There! { 
were no orders from the Government of India for stopping the pilot sec- 
tion of the drain from Gohana to Rasoi. The work of pilot section in this 
portion having been done it was absolutely essential to connect it  with the \ 
river. The consequences of not connecting it with the River -would have : 
been Horrible. _ 

डी .Committee would like to know whether the scheme has since been 
approved by the Government of India and, if so, when. In regard to the 
question of undertaking the work on फिट scheme without getting the project 
estimates sanctioned the Committee would like to invite attention to their obser- है 
vations made हा. para 12 of this Report. While the Committee recognise the 
paramount need for the urgent execation of flood control measures 
they cannot view favourably the exccution of large schemes involving .sub- 
stantial expenditure without observing the preseribed procedure -and re- 
quirements, more so where the areas falling in the territory of other States are 
also affected. ~The Committee feel that if the scheme had been originally. 
got cleared from the Government of Iudia the subsequent predicament in which 
the State Government was placed and the heavy expenditure of Rs. 1.69 lakhs 
going waste as a result of the change in the alignment would have been Y 
avoided. The Committee would recommend that in future all these schemes 
should be undertaken. with due care and thought so as to avoid such situations s 
ata later stige. The Committee would also like to be -informed as' to 
whether the State Government had received central assistance for the execution 

)
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of this schieme and, if so, when and how much ? - L 
*.. BHAKRA CANALS ADMINISTRATION 

15. " Paragraph 36 of फिट Audit Report, 1969—Excessive Earthwork, - - 

- A . - - 

Audit had pointed out that in Fatehabad Division, Hissar, remodelling. 
of the Barwala Branch in various reaches was started in Septemaber, 1965, 
without sanctioned estimates and without approval of the -competent autho- 
rity. The estimates were submitted in March, 1966 and August, 1966 and 
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were finally approved by the Superintending Engineer in At gust, . 1966 

and January, 1967. The work was finally measured by October, 1966. The 

final bills for certain reaches of the work, received for pre-auditin the Divi- 

sional Office in Februaty, 1967 indicated excess of 9.08 lakh cubic, féet of 

earthwork, costing Rs. 25,044 over that provided in the sanctioned 

estimate. According to एड report of the Superintending Enginecr, the work 

was also not executed according to specifications. In November, 1967 the 

Superintending Engineer reported the matter to the Chief Enginger, who 

appointed a departmental enquiry commitiee का April, 1968. Report sub- 

mitted by the committee in October, 1968 revealed that — हा 

(a) the excess over the estimates had taken place because the work was 

executed without sanctioned estimates; 

r (b) the closures of Barwala branch for repair were not for ade- 

quate periods, which made it difficult for labour to excavate the 

bed to the designed levels. - 

(c) taking into account the work still to be executed excess over the 

sanctioned estimates would be Rs. 1.93 lakhs. 

Intimation about the final action taken on the report of the enquiry com- 

mittee was awaited  till February, 1969. 

. The department stated in a written memorandum that Barwala Branch 

had to be re-modelled to a capacity of 1,108 05005 to supply water to -Go- 

vernment Livestock Farm, Hissar. As the work was of a very urgent 

nature it was started in anticipation of the.sanction of the estimates. 

It was stated during oral examination that the matter had also been 

investigated by the Vigilance Department on receipt of a complaint alleping 

over-payment 1n a particular reach. The Vigilance Department had coms to 

the conclusion that actually there was no overpayment invelved and it ~was 

only an arithmetical error in preparing the estimates. It was also stated that 

the Vigilance Depariment had given their report in September, 1968 and it 

was submiitted to the Irrigation Department in 1970. 

The Accountant Genetal brought to the notice of the Committee द letter 

written by the Superintending Engineer, Bhak a Canal Circle, Hissar on 

the 22nd March, 1967 which read, as follows i — 

"पु notice that the various Officers/officials have failed in their duties. 

- The responsible .persons are S.0., $.D.0., Xen. Isee -that there 

is a heavy excess to the tune of 513 per cent on the reach R.D. 

- '45—48000 Barwala Branch Remodelling. I inspected the mea- 

surement books. The S.D.O. has enhanced the quantities gencrally. 

Tt was his duty that revised estimate उ5 got sanctioned in time. 

+ 

- He did not send the work slips when the excess came to notice of 

S.0. and S.D.0. as informed by the Divisional Accountant.” 

‘However, the departmental representative maintained that the Super- 

intending Engineer had depended on the estimates he had sanctioned and 

found that excess work had been done. But it came to light during the 

enquity by the Vigilance Department that there was no excess as stated by the 

Superintending Engineer. -
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About the constitution of the departmental _enquiry committee 
_which enquired into the case, it was stated thatit comprised of a Superintend- 

-.ing Engineer and two Executive Engineers. The relevant measurement books 
" were stated to have been made available to the Superintending Enginser 
z-and also the departmental enquiry committee. It was subsequently ex- 
.-plained by the department that the fact that the Superintending Engineer 
. had approved thereaches for execution of the work in 1965 would show that 
. the starting of the work had the approval of the authority competent to sanc- 
- tion the estimates. No firm sanction was applied for or obtained by the 

Executive Engineer, who started the work under separaté estimafe and in- 
tended (0 write back the whole amount to this unsanctioned estimate. This 

. was a procedure which might not be very regular in accounts and the de- 
partment could warn the Executive Engineer not.to repeat it. 

Further it was stated that the estimates were framed on a basis which 
- adopted most-economical section for the .re-modeiling and provided cutting 

the inner bank for widening the section and utilising the earth work for 
raising of the banks. In this way the rise in the bank height would become the minimum and the amount of earth work involved would also be the minimum -:but this would. be possible only if there were adequate canal closures which would enable the inside earth work to be done.. The situation existing in 1965 
and earlier years asfaras the department knew, was that there wused 

- tobe canal closures fora period of 15,1020 days every year -and with some 
manipulation in regulation the officers in the ficld considered that they would be able to close the canal for sufficiently long period to do the excavation -~and thus achieve.the results with minimum of expenditure. With the deve- - lopment of irrigation, the demandfor water on . Bhakra Canal increased tremendously and the expected _closures of the canal could not be arranged with the result that the officers.in the field did not have. the opportunity to cxcavate the canal frominside. This fact has been -borne out by the Com- mittee set. up by the department. For making. out thé bank;_the earth- ~~work that was meant to come from inside the canal was taken-from the bor- " rowpits..from outside. As the size of the -.cross section -from ¢ inside .was .not _ increased, it naturally became.. necessary to raise - the banks  still further so that .the channel. had ‘the .equivalent capacity न“ for -carrying this increased discharge. This fact would account for the amount of excess work that was now required .to be done for making up the capacity of the chanael for the stipulated discharge. Thus, to the department * itdid not:appear to 90 an excess but was. a change in design on account of - - change in the circumstance. . This was a technical point and even the depart- mental committee पीते not appear to have paid sufficient attention-to it other- wise they would not have expressed their opinion as has been done in their + ‘TEPQFL. 

* o The Committee are unhappy to understand the contradictory position as sta- - «ted.. by.the. Superintending Engineer-in-charge एव the.civele as well as by the ~~+departmental enquiry committee on the one. hand and the Vigilanee Depart- - दशा on the other. There scems no reasons to believe that the Superintending -,- Engineer or the departmenta! enquiry committee consisting of such high * technical officers as the Superintending Engineer and the Executive Engineers had. based their findings without_going into the basic records and other rele- vant facts now explained by the department. In fact, the Superintending ~*-Engineer had.based his conclusions reflected in his letter, dated the 22nd March, -~1967. after. visiting. the site of the work and examining the measurement books.. The .Committee also presume.that the. departmental epquiry .com- + mittée ..must also _have _submitted its report after inspecting the sites ectc, The Committee do mot feel convinced that .the excess
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paymeafs were -merely.due to error of calculations -and that there has: been 
- no faulty. planning. In case.the conclusions -arrived at by the Superintending 
Engineer-or the departmeatal coquiry committee were not correct, as now 

¢ argued, the Cemmittee: would recommend that the circumstances in which 
the incorrect: conclusions were arrived at without iovestigating into थी the rele- 

~vant -aspects of the matter-by -such high officers may be enquired into aad 
responsibility fixed under intimation to the Committee. The Committee feel 
that if important works are taken up without sanctioned estimates and if 
designs and specifications are changed significantly without prior approval of 
competent authority, then anything that is said later in. justification of such a 
course can at best be described as an after-thought and of 2 doubtful validity. 
The Committee recommend that such things should be strictly aveided, in 
future. 

The Committce also are constrained to observe the abpormal delay of 
:gbout two Yyears in the submission of the report एव the Vigilance Department. 
The reasons for this may also be investigated and घाट Committée informed 

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT (BUILDINGS AND ROADS) - 

16, Paragraph 33 of the Audit Report, 1969—Barwala-Daulatpur road. 

{, . Audit had pointed out that- the Barwala-Daulatpur road was constructed 
' " during:January, 1965 to March, 1967 at 8 cost of Rs. 2,33 lakhs. According 

o the departmental orders, renewal of the surface.coat of this road was due 
after five years. However,- as the road became wavy and developed cracks 
‘(attributed in March, 1967 by the Superintending Engineer to heavy traffic) 
~soon after it-was completed, an additional crust had to एड laid .on the road 

. during March-—December, 1967 at a cost of Rs 1.54 lakhs. Laying of the 
additional crust necessitated relaying of the wearing and surface coats; the 
-expenditure of Rs. 1.32 lakhs originally incurred on this account was, thus, 

- -infructuous. . 

) 

The matter was reported-to Department/Government in January and 
की October, 1968; responsibility for the infructuous expenditure had not been 
. fixed till January, 1969. 

The departmental representative stated in evidence that the specifica- 
tions of this-road were.somewhat different from those normally followed on 
village roads inasmuch as while in the case of village roads either brick sole 
or stone sole of four inches thickness was [aid and then the road was metalled 
or:-tarred; in this particular case bricks were not used. But the soil stabi- 

_lized base crust was laid, i.e. soil mixed with proper proportion of lime was 
. laid as the base. 8o, soil stabilization with brick ballast one inch deep was laid 

instead of the normal four:inches. Then one half inch layer of stone was 
rgrafted. They had been trying these specifications in other places also. This 
sort of experiment was meant to bring down the cost of construction. “The 
Government of India was also giving encouragement to try various speci fi- 

. l1cations in the States in particular areas so as to bring down the cost-of 
Y construction. In this particular case when the road was put to traffic, im- 

smediately thereafter village road programme started and this road had to be 
rextended to Uklana and Daulatpur Railway Station. The result was that 
very heavy traffic passed on this road. The traffic was much more than the 
department had anticipated and -the road started breaking. It was argued 
that the capacity of road to bear load depended on the thickness of the base 
that was, laid down. Asthe load on the road went up the thickness of the road 
crust had to be kept accordingly. _ 

- 
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It was further stated that this road was constructed on experimental-basis 
‘and the' department benefited by such experiments, To an enquiry whether 
any other road of this specification had been constructed, the departmental 
representative stated that this was the only road which had been constructed 
as per this specification. In reply to another enquiry from the Committee, 
the departmental representative also stated that no survey of potential traffic 
ha/fl/md been made by the department although a large number of roads were 
being cofhstructed by घाट department, - 

- सा The Committee are not able to appreciate फिर arguments advanced for the 
necessity of heavy repairs to the Barwala-Daulatpur Road immediately after it 
‘was completed and opemed fo tfraffic. i 

While the Committee have no objection to the carrying out of rescarch and 
experiments with the idea of developing new techniques of road construction; 
the Committee fecl that such experimental measures should be adopted- after 
due thought and careful planning हा that Government is not put to unnecessary 
Ioss or extra expense. The Committee feel that in order to avoid the possibility 
of sub-standard work being retrospectively described as experimental, prior 
approval of Goverament should be obtained for conducling such experiments and, 
if possible, provision also should be made distinctly in the Budget Estimates. 
Besides, the Committce consider that a proper survey of the area should have 
been undertaken to assess the necessity of the length of road, places to be connected 
and फिर extent of traffic to be borne by it. Had this been done there would have 
‘obviously been no occasion for heavy repairs to the road in this case to the 
extent of Rs. 1.54 lakhs soon after its completion. Considering the heavy. traffic, 
this road was not a happy choice for experimentation. 

The Committee would urge that in future all such plans should be given 
careful thought and their technicai feasibility properly examined hefore they are 
undertaken. 

The Cominittee also suggest that a proper survey of potential traffic shonld 
be corducted by the department and reviewed periodically in view of large 
number of roads being constructed by them, . 

17. Paragraph 42(2) of the Audit Report, 1969-—Gurgaon/Faridabad 
Provincial Division. 

-Audit had pointed out that at the time एव transfer of charge of Ballabgarh 
and Faridabad sections of the Special Sub-division, Faridabad in July, 1962 

-a Sectional Officer handed over 2124 bags of set/partially-set cement valued 
at Rs. 16,412 (including storage charges) to his successor. The Executive 
Engineer stated in January, 1963 that the cement bags had been purchased 
during September, 1960 to September, 1961 लि a work which was later on 

-abandoned, He further attributed the 1055 to non-availability: of proper storage 
accommodation, Government, however, did not accept that view and ordered 
in March, 1965 that responsibility for the 1055 should 00: fixed: The Execu- 
tive. Engineer then recommended in May, 1968 that a token recovery at 
one per cent of the value of cement set might be eifected from the Sectional 
Officers. - Finaldecision as 8150 the progressin fixation of responsibility against 
the supervisory staff was awaited till February, 1969. - 

The depafirtmcnt stated उप evidence that in February, 1960, the Govern- 
ment of India decided to provide cement for concrete pavement on Delhi 

)
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Mattura Road and desired that the preliminary arrangements for the work 
should be made immediately in anticipation of sanction of estimates. The 
total estimated requirement of cement for this work was approximately 70,000 
bags and duringthe period from April, 1960 to February, 1962, 42,648 bags 
of cement were received in the Ballabgarh and Faridabad section, There were 
no Government built godowns for storage of such a huge quantity of cement 
purchased and consequently the same had to be stored in 15 private hired 
godowns at Ballabgarh and Faridabad which were not all damp proof. 
Subsequently, as a result of Chinese aggression Government'suddenly stopped 
all projects and'this project was also given up with the result that the coment, 
stored bécame surplus. The department made best efforts to give it to other 
départments as quickly as possible and 16,136 bags were disposed of either by 
transfer or-sale to public. The Government gained Rs. 17,375 out of this 
saleftransfer. However, 2,124 bags of set/partially-set cement were still left 
involving a 1055 of Rs 16,412. It was argued thatthenet financial loss was, 
therefore, nil. It was further stated that Government had since written off 
thyloss_' कर 16,412, 

he Committee are unable to agree that there was no net loss, Had the 
department been: more alert they could have saved all the cement and used it 
elsewhere or sold it. The Committee feel that it was particnlacly saddening 
thiat'a vital - commodity like cement was allowed to.go waste at a time of Na- 
tional * Emergency. . _ . 

-~ -While the Committee agree that urgent works either undertaken by the 
State Government or in pursuance of the dircctions. of the Government of India 
have to be given due priority, they feel that purchase of material should be pro- 
perly planned and co-ordinated keeping in view the actual requirements and the 
capacity .available for storage, etc. The Committee would Jike फिट depart- 
ment (0 devise suitable measures in this behalf and issue necessary instrue- 
tions to all cancerned to see that material is purchased’ with utmost care and fore- 
sight,~ .~ . . - 

' PUBLIC WORKs DEPARTMENT (PUBLIC HEALTH) 

18. -Para‘gralph 35 of the Audit report, 1969—Transit Losses, ° .- 

Audit had pointed out that in the Public Health divisions at Karnal and 
Faridabad ninety-two claims for Rs. 32,900 on account of cost of stone-ware 
pipes and connected material received damaged-or short in transit were lodged 
with the Railways during the years 1963--65. These claims were rejected by 
the Railways in 1964-65 for the reasons given below:— . 

""" ह Claims time-barred i - .. Rs. 400 - - 
(10 cases) 

=", हा. Packing not according to Railway specifications and - 
. ~.. therefore under the Railways Act there was no,_ lia- - 

4 . . bility for damages on the carrier (wagons reached - - 
-द =~ . destination without interference) . __ . .-..-Rs28800 - 
LT - i ..'-t. —_— ... ‘ - e ‘ -u-(_82 c_as.e.s)-‘ A दुबे जि i जा नल whem न 'व - - S - 

2 " The stone-ware pipes valued at.Rs 23,000 were insured against loss, theft, न 
etc. in transit. The claims for Rs 21,000 (63 cases) lodged with insurance . 
companies . during January, 1964 to December, 1966 were either not pursued | 
or_were not preferred in time; final outcome of these claims was awaited _ 

+



by Audit till July, 1968. Claims for Rs. 1,800 (9 cases) were not lodged at all- 
In the remaining 20 cases, goods were neither sent atRailway risk nor insured 
as insurance companies did not agree. to insurance of stoneware pipes (due . 
to thier unhappy claims experience in insuring such material). : - 

) R'esponsibility of the lapses had not been fixed till January‘, 1969. - 

The department stated in a written memorandum that actually material 
worth Rs. 20,169 pertaining to'stone ware pipes was only insured against loss, 
theft, etc. in transit: The remaining items for Rs. 2,818 relating to. C.I. Pipes, 
etc. were not insured. Qut.of the insured material worth Rs. 20,168 a sum. of 
Rs, 437 had already been recovered from the insurance companies and a 

जा 
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further sum of Rs. 3,379 was recoverable from the Sectional Officer.. The net. 
recoverable amount worked out.to Rs~16,353 against which the department 
had to pay the premium of Rs. 17,656 to the insurance companies. - Qut.of . 
the un-insured material worth एड, 2,818-a उपाए of Rs 15 had since been recover- 
ed from the Railway authorities and a further amount of Rs. 124 .was recover- 
able from the Sectional Officers at fault. It was also explained that the rate 
coniracts in this case were finalised by the D.G.S. and D, Government of India 
and ‘therefore, the Public Health Department had no hand in it, - 

-*  During oral examination; it was further.explained that the rate contract * 
entered आए by the D.G.S. and D, Government of India.- provided certain: 
package conditions which were not acceptable to the Railways, The result 
was.that when the department asked for breakage certificate from the Railways, 
they refused to give. it saying that the packing . of. material was not.according- 
to:their.specifications. 1f the department had asked the firm to conform 10: 
the packing specifications prescribed by the railways then the cost would-have 
been prohibitive, say about Rs. 3 to Rs. 4 per crate, i.e., almost'equal.to the _ 
cost.of smaller size pipe. The insurance companies did not accept the claim, 
if-itwas not supported.by the breakage certificate from-the Railways. Sub- 
sequently, the insurance companies association pool refused to insure.the . 
stone-ware pipes .on the ground.that the résults were. disastrous in the past. 
It was added that now the whole procedure had been revised and the contrac- 
tor undertook responsibility. for -breakages or loss/damage in. transit.at दा? 
ch__extra cost of 5 per cent chargeable on the value of stores plus ‘delivery 
charges.. - . . . 
= - - - . - 
Hie - 

LTt was'also stated in the department’s written reply that Government had - 
since’sanctioned the write off of the loss of Rs. 9,285 on"account of ;breakage: 
of 8.W./C.L. pipes during transit pertaining to-the.Public Health. Division, _ 
Karnal. The case regarding write off of shortage at Public Health Division, 
Faridabad was stated to be under examination.- - R 

The departmental representative was asked to give information about Similar 
cases which might-have occurred after the formation of .the State.of Haryana 
indicating the total value of the consignments, - loss-due to ~breakage, etc. 
and the loss recoverable from the insurance. companies.or-Railways or in- 
डी 0 829ारीटड, The departmental representative promised to supply 

—The“hthermsne information. 

“"The Committée feel that immediately after the first case rejecting the claim i 
of the “department for the:issue of breakage certificate. by the.railway-authori-. 
ties- or by.the insurance companies came to-netice the department shonld have: 
taken immediate “steps to-have -the terms of-the-rate coatract- suitably ‘modifiedic 

»
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of;taken s other preventive measures-to सांकात्ट- that no-unnecessary loss ocenrred 
onithisiaccount, .The Committee-are of the opinion that iftimely and adequate 
actionthad:been taken: in this behalf-the number-and amount involved उप, such 
cases swould:not have:been so.alarming, ** The'Committee recornmend that-this 
aspect..of the matter.may'be fully investigated-and'the reasons'for which preven- 
tive 1steps were not taken'hy.the department for:a!long time intimated to’them,”, 

= - - o 
R - - . . . ० ७ e e an oy 

The-Committee wounld: further _like to know the pragress-of recovery.of .the 
Femaining amount from the railway anthorities as well-as the Séctional. Officers 
held responsible -in'this'behalf,” चार ‘decision taken.in  regard.to the writing. off 
of the loss relating to Faridabad Public Health Division may also be intimated 
to the Committee, alongwith the informafion regarding similar .cases oecurring 
after -the’ formation-of‘Haryana. . . _ | -7 LTt een पर 
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19.~ Paragraph 44 of the Audit Report, 1969 —Purchase of defectwe,machmery,' 

: आए, S S e 3 व 
Andit has:pointed;out that a milling machine, complete ‘with-accessories 

costing.Rs.20,667 -was_purchased ithrough-theController-of :Stores-in"May, 
11961 .for.use i Government-Polytechnic; Thajjar. ‘As :per-conditions:of the 
supply..order, 80 per, cent ;of :the :priceswas .to .be'paid *after‘inspection by:a 
representative.of the Controller;of:Stores:and the balance of 20:per.cent after 
sensuring. satisfactory performance .of_ the:machine. पर. 16,4701(being '80-per 
cent of the cost) were paid tothe-firm byithé Executive:Eugineer,. -Buildings 
and Roads Division, Rohtak, in Qctober, 1961 after the Principal of the 
Polytechnic:had . generally-seen-that ;the :mathine ‘was”actually:packed in the 
contdiner. . The..machine - was-tested -byathe Principaliof. the:CentralPoly- 
technic only in November, 1962 and was »found to:be défective.andsnot con- 
forming to specifications. A list of defects found in the machine was sent to 
the firm.on .13th-December,~1962: but:noiaction has so:far (December. 1968) 
been.taken by.the firm -either-toireplace the:machine.or:tdo remove.the -defects 
The. machine had been.lying:idleifor-the last five years.. . - = 2 

- - - - - - - - R v बन, _ .o IR + ० - - . 
नव - Tidaa - - - .. et . - - N 

हा छा a-written :memorandum-the department :stated that normially béfore 
the.goods indented.for.by various- departments;and fordered by the Contfoller 
of ‘Stores_are., dctually :despatched- -by-the. suppliersto) the consignee, the 
representative wof..the-Controller-of  Stores- :inspects :them :and-gets:the :same 
packed बाएं sedled in his .presence in token.of whichhe records:a sepdrate 
note under “his dated .signatures: The sindentor/consignee: makes, 80 percwent 
payment only on s¢eidg this inspection note and” R/R indicating thatithe 
consignment has been packed at the railway risk. However, this require- 
ment. was not followed strictly by the.Controller:of:Stores:in-thisicase and it 
“was:stipulated हा the supply,order.that 80jper-cent ;payment would:be made on 
dnspection of the,goods:to “be carried out at destination” by the Controller.of 
Stores ‘or Officers-Officer appointed- by.him.. It was,-‘however, alleged that 
the Controller of Stores fdiled to inspect thé machine "or get it inspected 
through avny of his officers at-destinations,-but.asked -the -consignee to:do so 
It was also stated that the Technical Education-Department thought it advisable 
to:inspect.the maching in.the presence of the - representative of-the -suppliers 
who could not come despiteé appointinents with them., The™ container in 
which .the ‘machine was-packed was, however, seen and found-intact.and the 
‘payment-was released on thie basis thereof.asis normally done !
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On the other hand, the Controller of Stores explained in his written reply 

that the proposal of allowing ‘direct inspection was initiated by the Indénting 
Department which was approved by the Store Purchase Qrganisation in its 
meeting held on the 28th February, 1961 in which the Director -of Technical 
‘Education was also associated. It was not incumbent on the suppliers 
to एड, present at the time of the first inspection of the milling machine at the 
déstination’ a§"no such condition was stipulated in the supply order. The 
inspection was to be carried out on the basis of the prescribed specifications. 
Apparently the Principal wanted the presence of the representative of the 
suppliers for the former’s convenience in order to aveid any complication aris- 
ing out of ex parte inspection. . 

- * दे 

During the course of oral examination it was stated by the rep"re_s'__en,t_ativ_e} 
of the Technical Education Department that'when the machine was received 
on the 9th July, 1961 the Government Polytechnic, Thajjar had no building 
of its own and it was functioning as guest institution in the Nehru College, 
Jhajjar. This was a newly established institution without having a Principal 
with the requisite qualifications as a Civil Engineer was posted as the Principal 
of the Government Polytechnic. 80 per cent payment towards the price of 
the machine was stated to have been made on 4th October, 1961 through a cheque although the representative of the firm had not come for the inspection 
of the machine despite requests 'ए the department. It was further deposed 
.that the Government of India have black-listed the firm and after that re-organisation of Punjab had taken place as'a result' of which some time lag -had occurred in settling the matter. Now a firm has demanded a sum of .Rs, 11,000 for carrying out repairs to the machine, C- 

Audit apprised the Committee that Director, Téchnical Education had -stated in August, 1968 that the machines supplied by this very firm to Ambala 
and Chandigarh Centres were also full of defects, 

The Committee are distressed to note that फिट indent for the: machinery 
-was placed although the Polytechnic had no building of its own where the machine could be. installed. The Technical Fducation Department asked for-direct 
inspection of the machine at the destination by the consignee though the 
Principal of the Polytechpic was not technically qualified to do so (beipg a Civil Engincer) and the machige was also not actually inspected after its receipt. Further 80 per cent payment towards the price of the machine Was made to the firm though its representative failed to respond fo the plea 
.of .the department for being present for:-inspection of the machine वात also 
without consulting the Store Parchase  Organisation. The payment of the 
amount lsby merely looking at the packing of the machine was highly .irr'egg"ula_r 
and _ unwise, < - T 

~ 

+ - The Committee are also nnhappy to note that the machine has heen allowed to remain idle for a period of about 10 years and the question of repair has not so far been settled. This has obviously contributed to the heavy estimate of Rs. 11,000 for carrying out repairs to the machine at this stage. ~ o T -— - 
The Commiftee would recommend that the matter may he thoroughly 

investigated and responsibility fixed on the Officers/Officinls for their lapse at various stages and action taken in this hehalf be intimated to the Committee. 

. The Committee would like to be informed of the final cutcome of the ¢age with the supplier and also as to whether the - machine - has ° since been™ " got
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repaired and, if so, af what cost. The Committee would also- like fo” k.now 
whether the ~defective machine supplied fo Ambala Centre is being nsed and how 
much hlas been spent to get its defects removed. - - 

INDUSTRIES .- 

20. Paragraph 24 of the Audit Report, 1969—Heat Treatment: Centr'e,-’ 

- .- Sonepat. - o 

Audit had pointed out that this Centre was setup in November, 1963 
to provide service facilities to small-scale industries in heat treatment of 
electrical appliances. The total expenditure-on the centre from November, 

1963 to December, 1967 was Rs. 2.36 lakhs, out of which Rs. 1.06 Iakhs were’ 

on establishment and maintenance charges. ] 

. - Machinery worth Rs. 69,300 purchased in 1963-64 could not be commis-" 

sioned-then for want of electric connection. These were energised ‘only का 
September;, 1965. The total amount realised from the benefictaries from- 

October, 1965. to December, 1967 was Rs. 16,223 against an anticipated 

revenue of Rs, 56,250 while the running and maintenance charges of the centre 

during that period were Rs. 66,561, Thé expenditure during the period thus 
exceeded the, income by Rs. 50,338, although the receipts were supposed to: 

meet the running and maintenance charges एव the centre. - - 

«  “The department stated in a written memorandum that these centres: 

were set up in the year 1962-63 for helping small scale industries and to 
render common facility services for Heat Treatment. The small scale units 

were not in a position to instal costly and sophisticated equipment 
for Heat Treatment of their components. The plant for the Heat Treatment 

Centre, Panipat, was procured partly from foreign suppliers and partly’ 

purchased indigenously. The plant was received in the middle of June, 1964, 

and its installation on proper foundation was completed in July, 1964. The! 

Superintendent, Electrical Circle, Patiala, was approached in July, 1964, 

to prepare the estimates for its electric installations. The estiniates were 
received in December, 1964 and were sanctioned in March, 1965. The work 

for electric - wirifig, छाए: was completed in August, 1965 and the electric con- 
nection was received in September, 1905, B ] 

न. * Tt was further stated that it was decided at the time of approving'thié 
scheme that the actual expenditure involved in the processing be only 
fecovered and accordingly the figures of actual expenditure incurred in the’ 

process of Heat Treatment need be compared with the revenue earned. The' 

following figures of actual expenditure incurred and the revenue earned during 

tlie years 1967-68, 1968-69 and 1969-70-were quoted in support thereof :— 

t - 

- - - T e लक 

Year Raw material, Income 

! : electricity and . 

दर - . labour consumed - . i 

: . C . : Rs. दि ही Rs. ;o 

. 1967-68 A 7,642 10,189 .’ 

1968-69, - ... .. .. 110, - ] 9,561 ” ¢ 

196970 s ... . 22,157 . . 29543 .. @
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. The department. also-mentioned that-the number, of* cases’in: whick: the facility. of 'Heat. Treatment-was at. present- being. given-tallied favourably 'with the original estimates and the revenue. earnied:by-the Centre-during:the-year 1970-71 was Rs 47, 690 and during the first two months of 1971-72., 1.e. April and May, 1971, it was Rs. 13,410: " Besides’commercial aspect of the scheme, it was worthwhile to emphasize that the. Centre .was-rendering . technical advice/guidance- to-the-small” scale units'on‘Heat Treatinent and allied subjects but the extent of achievement could'not'be measured with any yardstick. 

"~ .Duringthe.course ofcoral-cxaminationzthe départniental ‘répfesentative statedithat-the 'délay.-rin'-.the_:ene'rgisation'-'-ofit_he-plan't sultimately résulted’intthe d/eelay d:commissioningof/the plant:. - - . B 

The Committee are unable to understand the reasons for the abnormal fall- inthe revenue collected: . viz; Rs. 167:223- against - anticipatéds ‘révenue of Rs. 56,250:for-the: period= from - Octobery.c1965% to - Dezember; 1967%which must : have: beeniassessedraftér taking:intoiaccount:the rudiments-of the-schénie: Ther argument:of:the:department:that.the Centre- was~established with theidéa ofirendering:fechrical :assistance: tot the ‘smalliscalé - industsial} -unifst may> be correct.as-far:as it goes:but:the . Committée dé-not:see: any- reasods -- why the financial- forecast drawn ‘up.by:the-departinentiitself.should remain unfulfilled: The Committee wouldslike to. have'a-comparative study of ithe recoveries+ antis 
cipated during the years 1969-70, 1970-71, and 1971-72 vis-a-vis the recoveries actually made and: the:actual expenditure. onsther provision ofithe: facility:of Heat Treatmentiat, the: Centre. . जि मय एव -- _ >- --_ 

- - = 

.- Thes Commiittee were also-constrained to observe: that action forr getting the; estimates for electric installations of the plant-was initiateéd-only affer- réceipt of the: machinery:and took-more than -asyear ‘'to finalise.. The:x Committeeis strongly of the opinien that action for.the preparation ‘of theé:estimates; etc., shonld have been: takenr simultaneously, when™ order for: the: purchase= of ! :machinery 
wasg placed so:that.the-work of:electric:installations could liave been:taken-in hand immediatelyrafter it ‘was.received.. _ -7 - e . - 

- _.The;. Committee. recommend that: the: reasons -for the delay in tlifs-respect may be investigated and suitable remedial~steps-taken fin- thistbehalfs- They would further recommend that in the execution of such schemes there should ber a.close. and consistent . coordination-between: the: P;W.D. autherities-and the departments - responsible - for. their: execution so-as to avoid .un-necessary waste of time and blocking, of.Government money:besides:-resulting in-targets remaining 
ugachicved, e न. नर - - - - 

21._ Paragraphs .25 .and: 27 of; the -Audits_Repart,~1969—Industrial Estate-at Narnaul and Mohindergarh. ) (2) Industrial-Estate, Narnaul. . . 
Audit had pointed outt that- for.-establishment of an industrial estate consisting of forty-two.sheds:in.-March, 1962 Government purchased land for Rs. 10,025, at Narnaul, Up to 1964-65 Rs. 3.53 lakhs were spent on construction of fourteen! sheds (Rs. 2.10 lakhs) and develop- ment of land (Rs. 1.43 lakhs). Government decided not to construct. nmore sheds in view..of the backwardness of the district. Possessiont of ! the industrial estate was taken by Industries Department in November, 1963, Out of fourteen'sheds, nine remained continuously vacant for 6 to22months. None of the fourteen sheds was occupied continuously from November, 1963 to Decembir, 1967. The loss.of rent on account of nen-occupation of 

I
"
.
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sheds: was Rs 0.40-lakh. - Government-informed: Aidit in” September, 1968 
that the industrial-estate had-been-unpopular and'mbst of the sheds remained 
and™ still continue 1o be;. un-occupied: This was attributed‘to-h’gh rent' of 
sheds, non-availability-of raw materials,- difficulty in procuring-trained labonr, 
recession in industry का liberalisation of imports. Twenty-eight vacant 
plots were proposed to be.sold (for construction-of fasctory buildings) - to:private 
parties who would be granted-financial>assistance' undér-the State~Aid to 
Industries Act 

(b) Industrial’ Estate; Mohindergarh, ' 
.. Aludit-had pointéd out that a- rural industrial- estafe-consisting of-séven 
sheds was'set up at"Mohindergarh in 1961-62-at'a cost of R8. 1-50 Iakhs, Its 
possession was taken over by Industries Department in January, 1965, Three 
sheds had been continuously lying vacant (June, 1968) while three were.occupied 
for-only:10 to 31 months, _ This was afributed to high rent, non-availability 
of raw’materials; difficulty in’ procuring trainied labour, recession in industry 
and liberalisation of imports. Loss of rent due to non-occupation of the 
sheds was Rs. 0-13 lakh upto June 1968. In January, 1969 the department 
intimated- that five shéd$” had-since 'been ‘alldtted to’ the’ Food*znd Supplies 
Department for storage™ of foodgrains 

Thelobject*for’ which the’estate was éstablished” had’'thus largely remained 
unrealised: . - 

जज 

लक जब ना 

The department stated in evidence that in order to promote industrial 
growthof'small'industries 45 also their dispersalin cértain areas in the composite 
Punjab; it:was-decided to sét up Inditstrial Estates af 64 places duriog the 3rd 
Five-Year' Plan.. Narnau] and "Mohindergarh™ beéing-industrially backward 
aréas;both of these places weré incliidéd in the scheme, TheIndustrial Estates 
were set up i’ accordance’ with'the Plar Sé¢heme policy of the Government ‘of 
India. No formal industrial potential survey was, however, conducted before 
these Industrial'Estates woTe established! Inorder to make the scheme a success, 

...... 
the'local people:weré given'financial*assistance’and technical® guidance: In 

Industrial “Estatés on hiré purchase/outright sale basis"accordingto Which the 
renf:realised from the proposed puichasers would be adjusted against the 
sale.price. In caSeno rent had‘béen realised’inthe past, full Sale price would 
be-recovered in accordance'with the térms'and conditions of ‘the -hir€ purchase 
agreetitent: The’ total? ammount ' which had-accrued upto. 30th April, 1971 on 
account’ofarrears of Tent was stateéd to be Rs 28,771 in the case’ of Industrial 
Estate; Narnaul and R3.11;921-in-the case of Molindergash, फिट amount 
which-would have accriied as rent up _to30th: April, 1971, in respect of 

.unéllotied *sheds was indicated’as पर. 78 176 in the एसड्ट' एव. Narpaul and 
24,727 invtheé case ofrMohindergarh 

-sheds were still Iying vacant - 

&
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It was stated in the depattment’s written reply in regard to the Industrial 

Estate at Narnaul that 42 sheds were planned to. be constructed but cnly, 14 
sheds were constructed keeping in view the backwardness of the -district. 
Due to non-construction of remaining 28 sheds, land measuring 3-050 acres 
was lying: unutilised. This land was proposed to be-utiliséd for demarcating 
plots instead of sheds. The plots would be allotted to thé interested entre- 
preneurs who would construct their own factories. - RN ; : | 

The Committee enquired from the departmental representative 85 to-what 
action had been taken on the suggestion of the Committee made last. year 
that Government should have some control over the type of industries that 
might be set up in Such Industrial Estates, the departmental Iepresentative 
stated that the point had been examined and the Legal Remembrancer had 
advised that a provision should be incorporated in the agreement itself. ‘This 
would be incorporated in the hire-purchase agrecment which was yet to be 
formulated. दे 

' 
. 

The departmental representative further intimated that Goverament of 
India pays a subsidy of 10 per cent on capital cost to the industrialists setting 
up industries in the industrially backward districts. He also stated that in 
addition to the subsidy given by the Government of India, the State Goven- 
ment also_gives certain concessions.To an enquiry by the Committee 85 to 
whether with the introduction of certain changes in the scheme the entrepreneurs 
would be entitled to the subsidy, the departmental representative. promised to 
examine the point. - 

The Committee 8150 desired that a _c__omparati've statement indicating 
the original objestives fixed for each Industrial Estate established in the State 
and to what extent these objectives had been achieved so far be supplied to 
them. ,The departmental representative promised to supply this information 
Th/ywhlc'h/ad, however, not been received till the writing of the Report. . 

e Committee, in this connection, would like to reiterate their observations 
made in para 9 of their Third Report in regard to the establishmentof Industrial 
Estate, Hissar. The Committee would particularly like to invite attention to 
their earlier observations that they did not consider it to be a prudent financial 
measure ¢o convert the arrangement with the parties occupying the sheds retros- 
pectively into a hire purchase agreement based on the original cost of the sheds and felt that the proper course would be to recover the rent, if possible, as arrears 
of land revenue and then enter into an agreement with the parties for the future 
based op the present market value of the sheds (including land). The Committee 
would further like to be informed in detail about the safeguards incorporated in 
the hire-porchase agreement to ensure that the sheds were put fo industrial use and 
that Government would continue to have some control over the nature of jndus- 
try and they would be able to prevent disposal of the sheds fo nmew parties who 
might use फिट property for any purpose not contemplated in the scheme. The 
detailed note desired by the Committee in the aforesaid paragarph may be 
sent to them as early as possible alongwith the comparative statement indicating 
the original objectives fixed for each Industrial Estate and फिर extent to which 
these have been achieved, 

The Committee would also like to know the results of exmination of the 
point regarding subsidy to be paid by the Government of Indiz due to certain 
chapges in the scheme, . e
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- . 22. Paragraph 26 of the Audit Report, 1969—Handicraft Training-com- 
.. Production Centre, Jagadhri. ) 

Audit had pointed out that a centre for imparting advanced training 10 
artisans for manufacturing artistic copper, brassware and metal-in-lay was 
set np at Jagadhri in March, 1962. The artisans, after completing train- 
ing, were expected to] form co-operative Societies "and establish units for 
production of art metal ware., The centre was converted into a training-cum- 
production centre in March, 1964, and was ultimately. closed in March, 1968 ; 
the Joint Director of Industries had reported in June, 1966, that the centre 
had failed to achieve its object. Rs.'2-44 lakhs including establishment 
charges (Rs. 1-28 lakhs) and stipends (Rs. 0 -37 lakh) were spent up to March, 
1968. Audit of this scheme had brought to notice the following points ;— 

. (i)- The capacity of the training programme, the number of persons 
actually trained and their absorption inthe trade were as follows दर 

L. a . - 

o . - 

, 2 " - . Training - - Programme Absorption of trained - 
L . men (up to third batch) 

. ः शरीक — A — 

o A Intake . Actual Available Nimber . 
L . capacity number number  actually . 

227 - 7 infour of . of absorbed . 
ot terms _ . trainees ‘trained सम 
दि : . (Maxch , men. ., . 
ot 1962 to - - .- 

L March, . 
: <" 1968) 

Engraving and colouring . 50 - - 37 . - 34 ° ‘2 

Moulding and scraping 330. 2 - 19 ’ 7 

Shape making . ,. :30 20 . .16- - 1 
न ' 

. 

10 E S . - 

.. The short-fall in the training programme and non-utilisation of trained 
man power were attributed in April, 1967, by the Assistant District Indus- 
tries Officer .incharge of the centre to non-adoption by the industrialists of 
theline of productionin which training wasimparted inthe centre. 

a 

i 4 

(ii) The department stated in July, 1968, that training in different sections 
of the'job had been imparted 0 different trainees and the complete job 
could not be done unless the trainees of all the sections combined to work 
together. .No co-operative: production society had been formed. The 
original intention of producing art metal wares through co-operative societies 
of such trainees had, therefore, not been *fulfilled. -t
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. i(ii) Machinery, .stock and stores costing Rs. 0-40 lakh .were- rendered 
surplus on closure of the centre. They.-Were-awaiting disposal- :till January, 
1969, 

setup. _ {The icope for the development of the industry had been fully, examined 
aiid'established “before starfing the centre. Moreover, the Director, All-India [l 

other organisations to which finished goods_from the centre had been supplied on credit. " The Government of Pirijaband Himachal Pradesh were approached 
for the * payment_of “outstandiny; bills relafing” to their respective 'States. 
No reply was received from thein despite repeated reminders, and the matter 
had been referred 10 the Government of India-for giving directions 10 them 
under Section 635 of the Punjab Reorganisation Act to make payment of the 
outstanding amounts. The decision of the Government of India was stated- 
to be under consideration of the Finance Department. 

A sum of Rs. 8,983 was stated to be outstanding from various Emporiz and 

It was further disclosed that ‘Government _had - since _ accorded sanc- 
tion for the disposal of the machinery, stock and stores of the centre, 

//Fro‘m the data supplied to the Committee, they'feel that'the céntre at.J. agadhri 
was established without proper consideration of the potential and chances of 
success of the scheme. They are unable to understand as to how industrialists.who 
had initially asked for the establishment एवं the centre subsequently did not uti- 
lise the seryices of the centre, The Committee can see no apparent justification for_achange in.the attitude -of-the local.industrialists unless - there vere -some compelling Teasons for them to 00 so. ~ The Commiittee” wonld strongly recommend 
that.a_thorough reappraisal of .the circumstances “leading.to- “the failare of-the 
centre be conducted and” responsibility -fixed for acts- of-omission-and com- 
mission in its working. . 

. “The.Committes would further like to be informed about the progress-in , the 
recovery of the outstanding dues from the.varions Emporia aud other erganisations 
concerned and also whether.the machinery, stock.and stores. of the centre_ haye __%sm'“_‘ce'___b‘_ee_n‘uai_p‘s__vos‘e__d__of, if g0, the amount reslised_on this :account as alsa .value 
thereof, ) ः . : तन न - व Rl L SRS, 

g 

ही
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न 23, , Paragraph 43. of the. Audit Report, 1969—Unatilised-machiery: 

~-Auditshad, pointed” out.that «an.-imported- blowing machine.ob:ained पंप 
February, 1955, at a-cost:of Rs- 39,534 for the Government Woollen- Industries 
Dévelopment, Centre, -Panipat; could - .not.be.~ commissioned- because-of»:(i) 
non-supply of Wrdpping cloth by the supplier and (i) non-availability of finishing 
gloth of superior quality. ~Therwrapping..cloth.was - purchased.in 71961*at 8 
cost of Rs71978. - The maching, however,..could -not be put to.use-due to con- 
tinued srHon-availability ; of-finishing cloth ‘of 'suitable+quality: ~Y 

In “April, 1968 the Textile Officer-stated. that the'type of-goodstincluding 
blafdkizts’' processed. at'the centre.. did'not.need” ireatment through, suchi:a 
machine and sought™ oiders for its disposal. OQrders were, howaver, not 
issued.fill November,-1968:- .~ - s पड pro s o % * गए टी ड़ 

- -1 गज - ) B अ हे" i .o 

«105, department stated insa .written memorandumrthat this schemerorigi- 
nated 11 composife . Plinjab.and thé file containing the-details cof the:ischeme 
had not beén transferred by the:Director of Industri¢s, -Punjab;to.the Director 
of Industrics,. Haryana, -in spite of best.efforts. - It - was-alsogstated that-the 
departnient ‘wag taking- steps.-for the " transfer..of record. and :as'soomas;it 
wag available, information will be supplied to the’Committed.’ It ;ywas further 
msntioned’, that.tha Stite Governinsnt -had actorded-rsanctioninJune; 1962 
for'the"dispayal of "the machine but had further desired that suitable~-. action 
should be taken against“the” officials/officers who might be responsible for 
the injudicious. purchase. of the:machine... The maching was, .however, yet to 
to 'bedisposed -of.ri दर ¢ s इन . I o 

Duiring.thie course: .of oral examination the. departmental represé"nta.‘“trwme 
stated that from some'fecord’ “which™ they had got;'it transpired that there 
were discussions between the District Officers and the Director of Industries 
on the.basis-,of which.indent. for,the purchase. of.the machine wags placed 
Howséveér, this machine. was.not put -to any use,. In-reply: to-an.enquiry-from 
the: Committee..as 1.to. whether-. the machine .was lying in-safe-~custody 
and " that its cond'_llhon hiad-not’ deteriorated ~beCause:,of its lying-in the.open, - 
the departmental représentative could not give any categorical angwer. It 
was also.mentioned that no other project, was contemplated - by the department 
where पिंड machige ¢ould be.utilised.” Government,, however,.intimated ता 
Janua.r);, 1972,% that." the Disposal-Board in its meetinig held on 20th-Sep- 
tember, 1971, recommended” that befores the assessment.of its.price. for dis- 

pogal the possibility ‘of using , the same-forithé "benefit . of Textile Industry 
पड 08 further-., explored:--. ... . . - . -, नि ना उन कक “ 

The Committee are’ constrained to. observe that alth’oug'h Haryatia was. 

.formed ‘about 5 yéars-back and ‘the‘case had “also figured in-the Audit :Report, 

1969 पाएं relevant records. have still not heén got transferred' from the Panjab 

Government,” 'Id case”theré.was any, difficulty > the: matfer ‘shoild_ havé been 

sorted out’ वा पाई highest* levél,. The Commiiteé wonld urge. thiat the relevadt 

record’ पी now be"obtiined from .the,"Punjib; Government' as “quickly_ as 

possible” and defailed informdtion “furnished to.them, Although the Committee 

would: be'able’ to arrive’.at final ‘conclusions on’,  receipty of  ‘the  .detailed 
fofermation” ‘from 'thé * department;. they . aré "shocked™ at the apparent 

infudicious™;. purchase” मापन thé’ ~blowing  machine ,and. the , delay , of 

“about™ 6 years-in_ pucchasing ' thé >, wrapping - cloth’ worth “only ‘Rs. 1,978 
गुड Committee'“would “like 0, know._in* particalar’  whether the  “indént 
for” पाएँ wrapping cloth was placed ‘along “with that for.the machinery and the 

r easonk “for 50 muck’delay in its purchasel™ _*. . e e 
- [ i - - o
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. There has been a further delay ofabout 3 years in the disposal of the machine 
after -the Government had accorded sanction to this cffect in June, 1969, *From 
the Report of the Textile Officer made in*April,-1968, it is obvious that there 
was absolutely no justification for purchasing thé machine in question and in 
fact, the type of cloth required to be treated by the machine is not prodaced 
माँ all at Panipat or elsewhere in the State, ~'The Committee would like that the 
whole transaction may be thoroughly investigated and responsibility fixed on the 
defaulting Officers/Officials at an early date. They would further like to' be 
informed  as to whether the possibility of using the machine for the benefit of 
Textile Industry has been explored, and in case it'cannot be put to use, its 
sale “be expedited and the Committee informed accordingly. . T s 
i - « 4 a1 

24. Paragraph 49 of the Audit Report, 1969-Non-recovéry of royalty. - 
" *Audit had pointed out that ‘according to the Punjab Mineral Concéssion 

‘Rules 1964, royalty on consumption of brick-earth was payable to the State 
‘Government at the rate of Rs: 0-25 * per tonne diring the period from 2nd 
May, -1964 to 31st July 1967 and at the rate of Rs: 0.50 per tonne thereafter. 
In May 1965, royalty was computed at the rate of Rg. 0-87 per thousand 
bricks'bythe Food and Supplies Department and it was to Be recovered at this 
rate with effect from 22nd April, 1965; i'e-the date from which the element 
रण foyalty फ़ई included in the'sale rate fixed for bricks. - | =% > I+ 7 

- 11 Despite the statutory provigions ~and‘ths actuil ‘recavery of royalty from consumers by kiln owners from 22nd April, 1965, the Revernue ‘Depatt- 
ment stayed the recovery from kiln owners on the representation submitted 
‘by‘them, without specifying reasons therefor. -The stay order was vacated in July, 1968. ' - " S ; 
- व. ८ 1 LW 4 L न न al T 

- "-This resulted in non-realisation' of royalty which was éstimated by the 
department to be the order of Rs. 6 lakhs for the period from May 1964 
to March, 1968, The actual amount of royalty could ‘not bedetérmined 
i'b_e'caus'e fof n'o'n'-"a'vail_a'bility of the comiplete details with the depariment.” 7 

", During ordl evidence the departmontal representative stated that the whole 
matter had undergbne complete change as a result. of the decision of the 
‘High Court in the writ petition filed by the various brick kiln owners againgt 
Iecovery proceedings initiated by Government_ * against them; The ~ High 
Court'had held - that Goverhment’s claim to recover royalty would arise “only 
if this right was shown in the relevant “Wajib-ul-arz”.- The “départment 
had checked up the position but in none of the “"Wajib-ul-arz” of the villages 
*Government’s rights had been shown. “Therefore, - Government could not 
‘recover the'royalty if the lands on which the brick kilns were gstablished 
"belonged to the panchayats or private owners,” who alone would ba entitled 
to recover it. It was also mentioned that although the kiln owners—had 
realised the royalty they had not agreed to'pay it to Government™ saying that 
the High Court had held that Government had no right to receive it. 
; The departmental representative further mentioned that this' point was alsa 
raised before the High Court buf it was maintained that although the kiln 
owners had no right to recover the royalty yet they had already realised it and 
only the owners of the land could get it back from them. It was further disclosed 

“that the matter had beeri referred to the law_experts of Govérnment® of 
India as'well as Legal Remembrancer and the Advocate Genéril of the State 
“Government to'examine as to how the royalty already recovered. by the kiln 

A किन कला बन A कनशन owners could be received by (0पटाएपाहा, ™™ न 

-
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" ~- About the ‘approximdte amount ‘of royalty which the brick ~kiln owners 
had alre’ady charged the departmental representative . stated that:they-had 

1733The/uuedotice's for about Rs. 42 lakhg. -~ = - "~ 777 R B 

* Th 

; न - - - 
- - - . i 

४ Committee view with disfavour the repeated postponements-allowed 

by Government in the recovery of the royalty from the kiln owners from time 

to time. Since the element. .of royalty was included in the sales- rate fixed for 

bricks and the royalty was also actually received by kiln dwiers, there were 

या facie no justifiable grounds for staying its recovery by Government. 

is has-obviously resulted in the blocking of such a heavy amount of: Rs. 42 

lakhs with the kiln owners. The Committee would recommend that the legal 

position as arising out of the. judgment of the High Court may be - examined 

urgently 50 as to consider as to how the amount एवं Rs. 42 lakhs alresdy realised 

by the kiln owners could be recovered’ from them and what rewicdial steps 

should be taken -in future to avoid :legal complications in the recovery. of royalty, 

roe ! £ Tt रा T el 

.- -t EXCISE ‘AND TAXATION vt T 

25, Paragraph 46(i)(a) of the Andit Report; 1969—Under assessment of Tax, 

(i) Central Sales Tax Act, 1956. R * S 
(a)-Inter-State sales preceding the date of grant of Central Registration 

Certificates. . - - - . -7 

Audit had pointed out ~ that Inter-State gdles to dealers, registered under 

the Central Sales Tax Act, 1936, were liable'to fax था. the concessional r‘at}d.c 
of 1 pet cent prior to April, 1963. In onedistrict, a sellifig dealer was taxed 

at the rate of 1 per cent in respect of inter-State sales, made in ‘QOctober 
and November, 1962, to a purchasing dealer -who was issued registration 

certificate only in February, 1963, - As the sales pertained to the périad prior 

to the date of registration, these_were to एल taxed atthe higher rate .of 7 per 

cent. The Revisional Authority raised anadditionaldemand of Rs. 21,878 

in December; 1967 and the amount ‘was realised and credited into treagury 

in March, 1968, - - - Lot Loy 
—_ 

“The Committeé was furtlier informed that the department had intimated 

Audit in April, 1969, that the Salé Tax Tribunal before whom the -selling 

dealer had gone in appeal against the additional demand of Rs. 21,878-raised 

by the Revisional Authority had set aside the orders of 'the Revisional 

Authority because the purchasing dealer (in this case the Punjab Electricity 

Board) had inadvertantly quoted in  ‘C’ forms registration certificate issued 

to them on 8th February, 1963, whereas they had also been registered उप the 

year 1900: , - - - * कह 
- - - 2 s, 

It was stated by the department in the written memorandum that the fact 

of purchasing dealer already being registered in the year 1960 was brought 

to the notice of the Revisional Authority by the selling dealer. However, 

the Revisional Authority held that the registration certificate issued “on 8th 

February, 1963, and valid from the date of issue was the registration certificate 

.against which necessary purchases ‘were made and two ‘C* forms given, He, 

therefore, set aside the orders of the assessing authorities 'and created an 

additional demand of Rs. 21,878. It was further stated that the purchasing 

dealer, i.e., the Punjab State Electricity Board, Joginder Nagar, was registered 

in the Himachal Pradesh and that the sales tax authority of that, State was 

asked tointimate under what circumstances the _sec"oud'registran'.on_c_crtlf'1'_1catle 

had been issued to the same-dealer.
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कि पापा टिट regret-; to observe पिया 0: Revisional: Authority: igdored 
the factof earlier; issue cof registration certificate: in favour. of the.dealer, 4. The 
Committee would like to be informed about.the outcome. of.the «Fefereiice: stated: 
to have been made to the Sales Tax authorities of the Himachal Pradesh 
Government. . . S .- . ही दि 

- 
- : 

2'-‘“6.-:—Par"agr'a-ph 2d6(B)(h) of ¢ the . Auddit iReport, -.1969-,-,'*Una‘utho‘rised:d_ed"_uc-' 
Lo tions. of.: freight.. TN Lo . 

- -cUnder.the Act, sale:price; inter-alja, includes रह cost of- freight रण deli-" 
wvery «if it.is not.separately. charged. In:the case.of.a.dealer, sthe. Assessing 
iAuthoiity- included..the frejight charges. in.the turhover.:shown.in hisreturns 
forithe year.1962-63 [as.the terms of sales prescribed f.o..r. destination. सात 
the.asscssment years. 1961-62 .and 1963-64. to 1965-66 the freighti charges 
-were,nét: assessed. to,tax. The'inconsisi~vt. practice.-followed iin.different 
years was pointed out in July, 1967 and the case of the dealer for the year 
1963-64 was remanded by.thé} Revisional “Authority.in December, 1967, for 
examination by, the- Assessing Authority, On examining, the accounts न 01 the dealet, the Assessing Authority found that का amount of Rs. 48,546 re- 
presenting freight charges had escaped levy;of central sales atax, ;Accordingly, 
an.additional,demand.of Rs.-4,855-was created in March;.1968, the: ;amount was deposited into tréasury in June, 1968. . 

~-Similarly.additional demand of Rs - 1,390 for the year,d861-62, was created and amount credifed ‘into treasury in March, 1968, T hezdepartmentintimated उप - July, 1968, ‘that suo miofn action, for the;years-1964-65 -and 1965-66 was still pendigg.” . ~ ' . . . ' 

. The department stated.-in. written reply that the. officer,who had'_framed assessment for the, year 1961.62 rhad been allocated to;Haryana. 7. The, officer w__\h_'o_.__m_a_dj_e -assessment for the years 1963-64, 1964-65 and 1365:661stoodalloca- ted;to.,Punjab.” The officers.concerned- had been; required: ;to-explain the non-inclusion .of freight charges पा the turnover of the firms i for the ;years 1961-62 and 1963-64. The explanation of the officer concerned for the 

o, Jt was suggestéd to the departmental representative, that:since , 8, number o नी + 1. ५.८ (का 6,10,7.0घ0€ 10. the Gourse of gudit.-where freight :वीवतं been excluded fromi the turnover, the, department. might consider.the desirability ;of examining, the legal position and issuing correct instructions to the assessing . la‘_gl_u,T‘tl._h,o_n__tl_es. - These insiructions were issued, by the department in September, 
1’\/,- 2y 

dnotlm’Ih’u.e‘_\C_o_mlm_'i_tee are.constrained. to observe that.the Revisional authority’ td पं apply bis mind judiciousty while.holding that.the suo  motu,cases, for 

#
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1964-65 -anil:1965-66 were time-barred.inthe' absence- of any specific pravision 

to-this éffect in the law.: “The Committee would'like that suitable + steps’ may be 
taken to aveid such instances in futore, :The Committee-would also’ like * 0 

know-the final ontcome of the explanations: called for from the concerned: officers. 

27. Paragraph-d6(i)(c) -of:the Audit +Report,<1969-=:Short- levy’ of fax~ due 

°  toacceptance of defective’ ‘C” forms. - : 

Inter-State sales to dealers registered under the Central SalesTax-Act; 1956, 

were liable to tax at concessional rate of tax at 1 per cent up to 315: March, 

1963;-and 2-per cent thereafter if such sales -were-supported by ‘declarations 

in'the prescribed form containing~the preseribed -particulars -duly fiiled and 

signed* by the registered -dealers to whom goods -were sold. 'It was noticed 

(September; 1967) * that'the Assessing Authorities accepted in 13 cases -involv- 

ing'tax effect of Rs: 8,454; defective “declarations-which were either notsignéd. 

or'did not indicate the registration certificate number - and/or:the'dates’ from 

which-the registration certificates were valid. - On this-being-pointed- out, the 

cases were referred. to the Revisional Authorities “for -swo mefu action in 

November, 1967. As aresult, the” Revisional Authorities created additional 

demands in 10 cases agpregating’Rs.'4,802. The remaining "3 cases -involving 

sghfiort-" levy of tax of Rs. 3,652 were pending with'Revisional*Authorities - (July, 

1968). . . ' 

Theidepartment stated in a written memorandum that nine officers were 

involved'in 13 cases- mentioned .in the audit - paragraph. Their -explanations 

had been _called for and the detailed circumstances under-which deféctive: 

forms- weére accepted by them would:be” known only when their explanations 

were received and examined. ‘In'theremaining four-cases the explanations 

of the-assessing authorities had been received and they ‘had taken up the plea 

of oversight -due to abnormal work load and these ‘authorities' had'been warned 

to be careful in future. ः 

Tt was further stated that out of 13 cases the Revisional‘Authority had 

vacated the notices in two cases and inomnecase the notice had been vacated 

by .the assessing authority. "पाए the remaining - ten cases sue ot aciion had 

since been finalised by the Revisional *Authorityand anadditionat demand for 
Rs.2,633 had been created. *Out -of this, a sum of Rs. 2,416 had-been recovered 

from the-assessees. 

\/ The Committee are unhappy - to note that-defective “C* forms-were accepted 

by the Assessing authorities in a large -number of cases. -There -appears no 

plausible justification for such an omission. The Committee are further 

constrained ‘to observe the délay का obtaining the-explanations of the defaulting 

officers. They would recommend that the awaited explanations may be obtained 

as.quickly.as possible पाएं action theréon finalised without further-delay. “The 

Committee would-.glsolike ‘to be -apprised of the, final :decision .taken-in, this 

behalf _ and about the:recovery of the remainiog amount; outstanding «against:the 

concerited assessees. ही - 

28. - rParagraph'46(i)(d)‘efthe पका Report, (1969—Omission to.levy- tax. 

A dealer claimed'deductions. from his gross turriover .during the years 1963- 

64 .and-1964-65, of the value. of goods stated:to:have been transferred by him 

to'his branch offices. The claim was not admittcd.by.the Assessing Authority 

as the goods werenot actually found-to have been.transferred to.the branch 

3
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offices but were sold to dealers directly from the place of businmess, in the 
course of inter-State trade. It was pointed out in August, 1967, that the 
dealer was not assessed to tax on similar inter-State sales made during 
1962-63 (assessment made in March, 1965). The dealer had incorrectly shown 
the sales as transferred to his branch offices and the claim for deduction 
was admitted by the Assessing Authority. The case was taken पु for suo 
motu action and the Revisional Authority remanded the case. to the Assessing 
Authority in March, 1968, On re-assessment, an addit’onal demand of 
Rs. 10,642 had been created. . ' 

The department stated in a written memorandum that the assessment of 
the dealer for the year 1962-63 was framed on 23rd March, 1965, by the then 
Additional Excise & Taxation Commissioner who had been allocated (0 
Punjab. At the instance of the Audit sou mofu proceedings were initiated 
against the dealer and the case was remanded to the assessing authority 
by the Revisional Authority on 10th January, 1968, for de novo assessment. 
The remanded case was decided by the Excise & Taxation Officer, Gurgzon 
on 26th June, 1968, and he created an additional demand of Rs. 10,642 under A 
Central Sales Tax Act, 1956. The dealer went in appeal against these orders 
in the court of Deputy Excise & Taxation Commissioner (Appeals), Rohtak. 
The appellate authority remanded the case to the assessing authority on 1he 
11th February, 1969, for fresh assessment under the Central Sales Tax Act as he 
was of the view thatthe commodities involved viz., varnish cloth and varnish y 
tapes, were tax free items under item No. 30-B of Schedule ‘B’ ap pended 
to the Punjab General Sales Tax Act and hence could not be levied to tax 
under the Central Sales Tax Act. The second reassessment order was pzssed 
by the Excise " & Taxation Officer, Gurgaon, on 27th January, 1970 wkercby 
he quashed the demand against the dealer. During the course of oral examina- _ 
tion the departmental representative stdted that this was 2 genuine case of - 
mis-interpretation of the provisions of the Act and of Schedule. -Consequently 
no useful purpose would be served’ by calling upon the assessing authority 
who had made assessment in the first instance and had been allocated to the 
Punjab State to explain his position. - 

1 
\.~The Committec fee that the Assessing authority should be well aware of 
the provisions of the Act and their correct application especially 85 any misinter- 
pretation invelves unnecessary and avoidable inconvenience to the public atlarge. - 
The Committce would, therefore, urge that suitable instructions, sheuld फिट 
issued te all concerned to ensure that while passing assessment order the varfous 
relevact provisions of the Act are carefully studied in order to leave no scope 
for misinterpretation or misapplication. 

29, Paragraph 46())(f) of the Audit Report, 1969—Jnter-State Sales treated 
as Intra-State Sales. 

': In 2 cases, tax amounting to Rs. 3,746 was under-assessed due to inter- 
- State sales having been treated as intra-State sales and exempted from tax 

as sales to registered dealers. In both the cases additional demands had 
been created. 

- The department stated in a written memorandum that the explanations 
of two officers at fault had been called for and the detailed circumstances under 
which they treated inter-State Sales as intra-State Sales would be known 
only after their explanations had been received and examined. It was, however; 
added that additional demand created by the Revisional Authority in these 
twocases had since been recovered from both the parties, 
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The Committee would recommend that the explanations of the officers 

concerned may be obtained and the decision taken thereon intimated urgently. 

30, “"Paragraph 46(i)(g) of the Audit Report, 1969—Turnover escaped. fro_m"'tax'. 

In May,; 1967, a dealer Was allowed deduction of Rs. 29,431 fof -'sales 
in the course of inter-State trade or commerce while framing assessment for 
1965-66 under the Punjab General Sales Tax Act. But in the assessment- 
made under the Central Sales Tax Act; 1956, the Assessing Authorify omitted 
to tax - the above inter-State sales, This resulted in a shert demand of 
Rs, 2,943 (10 per cent of Rs. 29,431). This omission was brought to the notice 
of the department in JYune, 1968. Thé Excise and Taxation Officer “stated 
in August; 1968, that the case was being moved for swo -mofu  action, 

The department stated in its written reply that the officer responsible 
for the omission to tax the dealer under the Central Sales Tax Act stood 
allocated t6 Punjab and his explanation was still awaited-and - that “the cir- 
cumstances under which the omission took place would be known - after his 
explanation had been received and examined. However, swo motu action 
bythe Revisional Authority had since been finalised and an additional demand 
of Ry. 589 had been created. ‘It “was 'stated during- oral examination that 
this amount had been recovered. The explanation of the afficer concerned 
Wa\/(s said to have been received but it had yet to be examined.” २ ४ . 

“>/The Conimitte¢ would like to kiiow the decision taken on thé ' eXplanation 
of the officer- concerned aud'action, if any, taken" against bim: = ~-* . "= 

. न % >> धान 

डा, फबप्लहामु बह)0) of the Audit Report, .‘1969—-Transferxs'“-to."-- branch 
outside the State wrongly treated as inter-State sales. 

न न “न : - . - aa दि 

2.7 Afirmi, registered as dealer at onaplace in Rohtdk District; had a branch 
at Delhi. * The goods sent by the पिता at Delhi were shown as goods sent under 
self-consignment for sale through the latter. branch. ' From the 20th April, 
1959, such transfers were, however, shown by the dealer 2ssales in the course 
of inter-State trade or’commerce by one registered dealer to another. The 
Assessing “Authority, while  making the assessment for the year 1959-60, ‘did 
not accept the transfers “as infer-State sales and levied tax at 2 per cent prés- 
cribed under the Punjab Gereral Sales Tax Act.™- An appeal made by the 
assesdee against the assessment was turned ‘down by the Deputy :Excise “and 
Taxation Commissionter था May, 1961, In regard to similar transfers made 
during the years 1960-61 to 1962-63, the Assessing Authority :levied tax 
at the concessional rate of 1 per cont instead of the normal ate of 2 per cent, 
by treating - these "as sales in the course of inter-State trade or commerce. 
The under-assessment for the three years worked out to Rs. 34,310, -After 
this'was pointed out जा June, 1968, the department informed iR -August, 
1968, that the registration certificate of the firm had since been™ cancelled 
and that the case taken up with the Excise and Taxation Cormissioner - for 
Swo mofy action:  : . .- लि 

- - . - - 

The department stated in a written reply that the Revisional Authority 
had-v'acate:f notice issued by™him for suo motu action as he found” that the 
purchasing firmin Delhi was not the branch of the selling concern th'at Rohtak; 
their constitution being different, It was maintained that the requisite 
trangactions had been rightly taxed.ag sales taking place” it the course of inter- 
State"trade 07 COMMEICa. s —~."2": 7 o पवन दा e = lesn iTual नया
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To -an enquiry ¢ as-to how-the department would® deal with.a-caSe <whierein 
a'registered 1dealer purchases - materials- in- Haryana- declarinig the purchases 
as meant for inter-State sales, paying sales tax at a lower rate and then 
transfer: the:material - to-oneof his:branches outside’ the State shut - established 
under a different identity from his own firm and claims that he has effected an 
_inter-State+ sale thereby denying: the Stite of highoriratevof salest.tax, the 

\/depart ent. promised:- 0 examine-.the point 
1 - 

The:Committee-would like 0 Knowr~the:result . of the.eXamination: of-the 
oint by the department: पीट: Committee wouald: also-like that< snitable - and 

effectivei measures- may:he taken to-ensure fthat the Haryana: State.was ndt- 
_putito anyloss by'misrepresentationiof facts on’the part of therdealers - - . 

32. Paragraph 46(ii)(c) of the Audit Report, 1969-—Underassessment/mistake 
' incomputation of पिंड - - N - 

गए 20 cases] (4 districts), , tax:amounting.to-.Rs..9,674 was undérbagsesséd 
on - account-of—-’ . - T 

51) levy of tax :at-lower.rates,« R 
- B 

ii)-incorrect computation--of taxabler'turhover,: . 20T 
Em) mistake in'arithmetical - calcilations sof taxr. assessed tandr~ . ..._ 
iv) short_levy.of purchase.tak;jetéizs . - . PRI S G 

In’16.of these cases involving::Rs- 3,831 additional.demand was:created 
and in the remaining 4 cases- involving :Rs: 5,843 -the fact of under-assessment 
was accepted and suwo motu action had been initiated by the department 
(August-and-September, 1968). .. i . . 

The department stated in a written memorandum that the officers res- 
ponsible “for these -omissions had:been-asked to-éxplain-their~positions but 
thein explanations>were- still awaited:. The circumstances runderwhich-these 
omissions took place would:be ascertained :after their. explanationsrhadsbeen 
receiveds, It was.added -that ouf.of the remaining four casestonelcases was 
still pending: with-the Revisional--Authority. In-another tase the Revisional 
Authority-had withdrawn' the case and found: the:assessment-orderto belegal 
जप the:others two:rcases .additional:demand:6f Rs:i755 was:creatéd =ande had 
since ! been recovered® The’additional-dermand-createdin 16:casésr-had-also 

\/Mee recovered .which amountedkto' दिवस 37612 - - .- ¢ _ ग -3 -z 

The.Committee obscerve -thatithere hiad Jeen inprdinate” delay.in calling fon 
the explanations of the officers: responsible’ for varioas lapses:.commented- upon 
in the-rAudit, Réport, -The - Comimittee:: feel - that the department should--have 
taken immediate ¢ action on all:these -casess of.irrégaldrities and-amissions:as 
soon: as these¢ were pointed-out-byH Addit>* The - Committee. wouldi-recommend 
that sthe.explanations » of-the defaulting~ officers-in:this case:and का :other/such 
cases. may. berobtainedi:and the reasesirfinalised: as quickly, aszpossibleit The 
Committee would also like to know the latest position regardingione.case pending 
with the Revisional Authority. 

a = —- 

33; 1 Paragraph -47- of the-Audits Report,1969-FE vasion--of Sales FTax ~due-to 
: misuse sof s Registrationd Certificaté,:: तप... - 7o ना ना 2o - 

— . - - — [ - ™ = 

Under;secton 3(2)(a)(i)rof thes Punjal.General:Sales--Tax /Act» 1948, ~as 
amended from 10th January, 1963, a registered dealer.cammake - ipurchases, 

रू 
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free of tax, of goods specified in the certificate of registration for use by him 

in manufacture in the State of any goods other than the goods declared tax 

पीट under the Act. A dealer made purchases from the local dealers of goods 

valued at.Rs. 5,00,968 during 1962-63 to 1965-66 without payment of tax by 

furnishing 2 declarationin the prescribed from that goods were required for 

lise in manufacture of goods other than tax free goods. The dealer actually 

ilsed the goods purchased by him from the local dealers whe were mostly 

running foundry works, in the manufacture of agricultural implements which 

was a tax-free item.. The purchase of such goods free of tax being against 

the provisions of the Act, it was pointed out in November, 1967, that the dealer 

had evaded tax to the tune of Re. 31,681 by misusing his certificate of registra- 

tion. Swe mofu action wag initiated by the department for consideration 

by the Revisional Authorities in July, 1968, the result of which was awaited 

(August, 1968). ’ ) 

The department stated in a written memorandum that two officers were 

tesponsible for reassessment in this case. One of the officers allocated to 

Punjab has offered regrets. He had since retired. The explanation of the 

officer allocated to Haryana had not yet been received. It was added that 

suo oty action for the year 1962-63 was completed by the. Revisional 

Authority on 14sh August, 1968, while that for the years 1963-64, 1964-65 and 

1965-66 was finalised on 10th October, 1968... The additional demand created 

by the Revisional Authority was Rs. 915 for these years which was stated 

to have been recovered. : - - - 

During aral examination it was pointed out to the departmental repreésenta- 

tive that the under-assessment pointed out was to the tune of Rs. 31,681 while 

- the additional demand created by the Revisional Authority was Rs. 915. 

The departmiental representative promised to send atiote explaining the 

. rygeaso ¢ for this differencé. . ! P 

करियर Committee are unhappy to note the delay in obtaining the explanation 

. o the officer. allocated to Haryana. They would rccommend that explana- 

tion may be obtaincd and the case finalised urgently.” The Committée would 

like to know the detailed- reasons for the large variation between the under- 

_assessient pointed out by Audit and the additional demand created by the 

Revisional Authority. TR कि -3 

34, Paragraph 48(a) of the Audit Report, 1969—Arrears in assessment and 

collection of sales tax, ‘etc. T .- 

Arrears in assessments,—The progr"ess of assessment of sales tax during 

he years 1966-67 and 1967-68 was as under :— 

= " Year - Total “Vear - Total  Number of assess-  Total Number 

: _ number ments completed - of dssess* 

- . -of assess- T .- - ments-: 

i - ment, s———=iA——-=—— . - . -pending 

IR cases Out of Out of - _atthe _ 

. . current  arrears . . - rend of 

'* ' का * the year 

+-18 66-67 * .. 39,4487 20,943 7,087 28,630 10,818 

U ०८ P T - -~ - (27 per 

- N - o - . . cent) 

. 1967-68 43,907+ = 23,706 7,731 31,437 3 12470 
- [ जैन i - (28 फ्ट्ए 

“ - T et . @ oeent) _ 

- न = - * ] = ¥ - 
- - L 

- -
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The following was the year-wise break-up of the outstand ing casest— 

Cases'pending. assess- 
Year d ment at the end of 

) _(_—M- March, March,_\ ) ' ) . 1967 1968- - - 

1962:63 . - 59 6~ 
196364, , e 718 48 

1964-65 ;181 . 499 

1965-66 " e s 
5 1965-67 - © L 5,390. ags . 

- 1967-68 | ) _ है 6656 ‘ 
S e  , .. (10818 12470 7 5. 

The approxun'a-te amount of tax involved in these cases. could not be ascertained. oy ) . K 

) The department stated in a written memorandum पिया after reconcifia- tion with the Accountant-General, Haryana, .the number of assessment cases pending at the end of March, 1967 and March, 1968, was 11,381 and 10,843, respectively. It was stated that the department was fully.aware that the delay in making assessment created financial and other complications in‘'the recovery of tax. It was pointed out that only 22 cases prior to 1965-66 'were pending for final assessment. These were mostly due to the fact that the accounts ‘books had not been'producéd for various reasons such as” the record being in High Court, closing down-of firms, stay orders given by Government and records being with the Income-Tax Department ete, = 

To an enquiry as to what steps are being taken to overtake these arrears, the departmental representative stated that additional posts have been created for:the purpose. . - 

The Committce are pained to observe that sucha large number of assess- ment caseshave fallen into arrears and no effective steps seem fo have been taken by thé department to liguidate them. Rather, the number of outstanding cases has been mounting from year 10 year, The accumulation of such heavy arrears is fraught with serious complications ard is likely.to lead to non-recovery of tax, due from the dealers concerned. I this is not checked, it is possible that the arrears may run into crores ofrupees. The Committee woitld like to reiterate their observations in para 29 of their Third Report and recommend that immediate and effective steps shonld be taken to clear the outstanding cases as quickly as possible, and in any case within a period of one year. The Committee would like to be informed of the steps takenin this respect, and the progress achieved in the clearance of the arrears. Heavy arrears should be thoroughly investigat- ed and the result of the investigation intimated to the Committee, Suitable action should also. be taken against the officers/officials responsible for the cumulation of such huge arrears. 
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35, ' Paragraph 48(b) of the Audit Report; "1969—Arrears in assessment and 
. collection of sales- tax etc, 

Arrears दा collection—The tax assessed. but not.realised a.mounted to- 
Rs, 21:73 lakhs:at the end of 1967-68. - 

- -1 - 

Arrears हा. assessments.— ! 
- - - - ! - i 

- The following is the year-wise break-up of the amount outstanding.for~ 
recovery:i— _ . . 

- . QOutstanding on 31st 
Period + March, 1968 

(inlakhs of rupees) - 

Up (0 1960-61 . 2-51 

1961-62 y 1-95 ' कि ं 

1962-63... ".. _ . 116 - «.. ] 

-. 1963-64 न 0-49 

1964-65 .. 0-83 

1965-66 ‘e 1-79 

- 1966-67 ¢ .. 4-37 

1967-68 . 8:63 

Total .. 21-73 

(if) The po_sition regarding the recovéry of outstanding revenue as reported 
by the department was as follows:— 

Particulars Outstanding on 

- Tt - alst 
. . - March, March, 

Tt _ 1967 1968 . 

< L (in lakhs of rupees) + : 

Collection :stayed by:— . - - .. ) 

(a) Appellate autherities -~ : . [*19. 0:04 _ 

(b) Revisional authorities .. 448 219 

()] Suprem'c Court, High Court and Civild_Cou_rts 6-90 . 10-37 

(d) Government B .. 170 ' 

कि Executive - ] - - न... 2°53 | e 

Total oL 160800 T 12:60 
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The department stated in evidence that the total amount recoverable 
as on 31st March, 1971 was Rs. 82-77 lakhs out of which a sum एव Rs.- 29:49 
lakhs was due to the stay orders of the High Court. Qut of the balance 
recoverable amount of about Rs. 53 lakhs (appr.)about Rs, 26 lakhs were to be 
recovered from the Karnal Medical Store Depot about which correspondence 
सभा being exchanged with the Government of India. 

The Committee would reiterate the observations made in paragraph 30 of 
their 3rd Report. ‘The Committee regret to observe thelarge arrears of revenue 
which have been allowed to accumulate from time to time. The Committee 
would like the department to make consistent efforts to clear the outstanding 
arrears as early as possible and also to ensure that such arrears do not 
accumulate in future. - . 

36, Paragraph 48(c) of the Audit Report, 1969—Abandonment of claims, 

During 1967-68 sales tax aggregating Rs. 0-64 lakh was written offf 
remitted in 131 cases asindicated below :— 

Particulars - Number  Amount’ 
_of cases (in lakh 

of rupees) 

() Non-availability of adequate movable or immovable + 44 045 
property 

(if) Assessees not traceable — - .. 87 0-19 
. LS T . 

Total = . 131 0-64 

The department stated in its written reply that on further verification it 
was found that in one case which had previously been included by the depart- 
ment in the cases of write off mentioned in फिट Audit paragraph and which 
related to the year 1965-66 involving an amount of Rs. 21,968, the 
amount had not as yet been written off and the case was still being processed. 
In two cases involving amounts of Rs. 3,470 and Rs. 2,547 the loss was 
written off in August, 1969 and Auvgust, 1966, respectively. Another case 
involving an amount of Rs. 3,048 was sub judjce and the decision of the  court 
was awaited. " 

Tt was added that in the case involving an amount of Rs. 3,420 the then 
. Asd;ss_ tant Excise & Taxation Officer was found responsible for negligerce 

and he had since retired and no action was possible at this stage. 

The Co__.mmitte_e would nrge that the pending cases should be investigatcd ard 
fivalised as quickly as possible asd action should also be taken against the 
defaulting officers, where necessary under advice to the Committee, 
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अर पिन न _ _ANIMAL. HUSBANDRY | . 

37. - Paragraph 28 of the Audit Report, 1969--Use -of two bulldozers. - 

-:Audit had pointed out that for reclaiming 11,050 acres™ of uncultivable® 

waste land two bulldozers were purchased by the Government Live stock Farm, 

Hissar, in September, 1963, for Rs.-91,780, 'Their life was estimated to be six 

years. Because of non-availability of component parts, they have remained 

idle from May, 1965 and November, 1966 onwards regpectively. The 

Department intimated in October,” 1968, that only 4,324 acres of land were_ 

fully reclaimed befose the bulldozers went out एव order. Rs. 12,360 were 

spent.(up to July, 1968) on pay and allowances of the drivers for the peried 

the bulldozers remained unutilised.. . . _ . 

In July, 1968, the department informed Audit (hat the services of the drivers 

had been utilised for repairs and maintenance of tractors and allied equipment 

and that thé possibility of making the dozers serviceable by using indigenous 

parts’was being considered. ... * v - 
The Department stated in evidence that at the time the .iwo bulldozers 

were' purchased there were no other makes available. There were only two 

alternatives availeble to the department, ie., either to purchase the particular 

type of U.S.8.R. dozers which were purchased or to postpone the execution 

of the scheme. The estimated life of the lLulldozers was stated to have been 

fixed at 6 vears but the life'of the individval parts which bad given way was 

1555, i.e., 1,200—1,5C0 hours only. It was further stated that the normal life 

of track chains (grouser plates) in दो] types (वी dozers imported from the United 

States of America and United Kingdom was more than the complete dozers. 

Tt was only in this particular type of dozers that the life of the tracks was much 

1655 and this could not एट- visualised atthe time of purchase. It was added 

that at the time these dozers were purchased through the Controller of Stores 

no particular specifications were given by the department in the irdent placed 

with the latter. It-was, however, presumed that the spare parts of the machi- 

nery would be imported by the firm dealing with the machinery. Tt was not 
considered advisable to purchase spare par's along with the machines with- 

out knowing as to which parts would give way earlier. It'was only at_ the 

later stage that the firm showed their inability to supply the spare parts required. 
It was also mentioned that these types of tractors were already -in use at'the 

Surdtgarh Farm and they were giving efficient  service. ~ The Suratgarh Farm 
could not, however, assist in the supply (व spare parts as they stated that 

they were themselves facing the same difficulty. The trade representative of 

U.S.S.R. at Delhi was also stated to have been contacted but.no fruitful rcsult._s 

were achieved. _ - - - e . 

In regard to utilization of the Drivers who had been retained in service 

after the bulldozers had gome out of order, it was maintained that. they were 

not allowed to be idle but were utilised on repairs and maitifenance  of 

tractor operation, as the posts of Mechanic and Fitter had been kept vacant 

throughout this period. T e b 
Ttwas revealed during oral examination that one bulldozer had since been 

repaired and it was working and in regard to the second bulldozer it would be 

examined whether it would be worthwhile to get it repaired, otherwise it would 

कद तरुण of. 
The Committee are surprised to note that the purchase of the bulldozers was. 

ected withont observing the elementary prccautions of knowing wltether _th-elr 

spare parts would be avaitable or not. This is an essentiz] requirement which 

should-normalily be kept in view before madhinery o_i this nalure is p_urc_has.ed, 

particularly when it is of a foreign moke. It was primarily because of this omission 

&
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that the bolldozers which went out of order two'years after their purchase 
remained idle for along time and one ofithe Lulldozers - ks not. heen ‘Tepaired 
up till now. It is strange that even the suppliers expressed their ingbility to 
supply thespare parts. 'The Committee are unable to understand how ther same 
maKe ftractors are stated ‘to be giving “efficient scrvice at Suratgarh- when 
that Farm also faced the difficulty of spare patts. T T 

The Committee recommend that reasons for purchase: of-such ftractors 
without examining all aspects may be therovghly investigated गाए responsibility 
fixedfor the omissions 2s aresolt of which'the scheme remained unfulfilled and 
Government money. was anRecessarily blocked, ) - K The Committee would further like to know whether the sccond bulldozer 
has since been repaired and, if not, the manner in which it is: proposed’ to_be 
disposed of. - -t - - B 

1 CO-OPERATION 

38. Paragraph 60 of the Audit Report, 1969—Central Co-operative Colt- - 
‘sumers -Stores, v - T .- - 

. The financial position of Cons-umer—s Sfores.(o't‘hcr than - one. at"'A'mbala__), 
in which Government funds were invested during 1______________—__—_-__963—'64, is given bellow_ : 

- - Share Capital . Profit(+) Accemulated Pinancial assistance N i} - i > Loss(—) Profit (+)- upto 31st March, MName of Store$§ ———— duringco- Loss'(—)*. -~ - 1968° . A R - .. operative  up to 30th. —— . Government Total , year ending "Jume, 1967 __ _.* . 
. up, to st 30th June, * . .Loan_ Subsidy. 

' ‘March, 1968 . “पट की. S . 1967 - . . .. - 

- Rs r Rs Rs . - २६ " Rs _Rs _ Rohtak .. न... - 100,000 1,533,365 . —74,880  —82,598- _ 2,75,000 - 63,000 ¥amunanagar , , 50,000 98,680 - 14893 - 10521 < 2,17.500° 52,500 Karnal || 50,000 96,246 " "—§Z362. —32,351F  2,25000 51,000 Panipat 50,000 83,298 74887 T —63,200 _ 2,25000 49.000: Hissar " «६ - 7500000 100,495 17,117 -+ —21,050 2,03,750 50,250~ 
——___________________Total .. 3.00,000 532,084  -=2,44,139 —2.09,720_ .I1.46,250 2.65.750" 

The accumulated 1055. of Rs 2-10 lakhs incurred-up to 30th- Jupe, 1967 Tepresents: 39 percent of the tctal- share ¢apital. Heavy losses:were attri= buted by the Deputy Registrar, Consumers Stores, to (i) excessive aperational 
expenses and (i) running एवं non-viable. branches. = .- : : . i The Department stated in 2 written memorandum that asartesult of* the cse aggression and consequent. declaration of National Emergency there arose_ all-round: scarcity of some of the -essential consumer commodities. The, Government of India, therefore, sponsored a schemic for the. organise- ton of a network of consumers. co-operative stores in urban areas. and'in. 
purstiance of the'scheme nine Central Co-operaive Stores were organiscd. In. 
this State. The consumer co-operatjve stores ordinarily- sold goods. at. e, prevailing market rate. These stores bad been advised fo zdopt. *Adtive, Price Policy” which meant that the price of goods:sold by them were bascd: on actual cost after making, necessary provision for intcrest on capital, normal trade fluctuation, other allowances necessary for capital formation and incentive bonus. to members. It, had been made clear to, the -stores that they need not mnecessarily, as. a rule, follow the market prices. The ideall sitvation would be that the stores did not follow पट Prices: prevailing jn the market but should lead the market in such. .a  way 

- नि «  ».  -. & - - - 
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- that market followed the prices fixed by the stores. However, it had to be 
recognised that the consumer co-operatives in India could not fix prices them- 
selves ,28 they did not have a hold on production and market conditions. It was 
further stated that the central co-operative stores in this State only were not 
ruoning in loss but this was.so throughoutthe country where most ए -the’con- 
sumer ‘co-operative stores were running in loss. The losses were dué: -to 
heavy operational expenses, low margin of profits on controlled commodities,. 
embezzlement/continuance of uneconomic branches, injudicious purchase 
resulting inheavyblockade of unsold stocks and inexperienced General Mana- 
gers. However, it was argued that the consimer co-cperative stores 
were autonomounsbodies having their own elected managements, The powers 

_ of the départment to guide theinternal working ofthestores were quitelimited 
- under the Co-operative Societies Act, Rules and bye-laws and in the ordinary 
““course the Department conld not -interfere in their intermal working. 

L 

During the oral éxamination the departmental representative stated that 
the Government had not given any financial assistance to -these.stores since 
1st April, 1966. Tt was also stated that. progressively the loss was coming 
down and that during 1969-70 the loss came down to Rs. 2,50,416, i.e., it was 
rreduced by half and also there was a profit of Rs. 56,208, the netlossin all 
these . stores being only Rs. 1,94,207. During the last six months, ie., 
up to December, 1970, there had been' a profit of *Rs. 53,921 
and the 10558 was Rs. 35471, The cost of management had been 
brought down by amalgamating or closing down the branches etc. It was also 
mentioned that at the time of starting the stores they did not have any ex- 
periende in चाह field of consumer trade and the business-part of it, 

e Committee regret to observe that although the consumer co-operative 
stores were orgauised in 1963, i.e., more than 8 years ago, there has been no signi- 
ficant improvement in their working and they continue to function at.a 055. 
Reasons advanced for such losses conld have been removed. or at.least checked 
to a Iarge extent through better, planniog and proper, control by the management 

for .which the Government/Department conld have made positive..contribution 

and by better understanding of the psychological trend of the consumers and 

making available the popular and standard brands of articles required by the 

common consumers. The Committee.are inevitably led to belicve that the con- 
stimer co-operative stores-have failed to achieve the objects for which they- were 
established. En certain cases, they have also led to malpractices, The Commit- 
tee consider that since substantial Government morey-by way of loans and sub- 

" .sidy is involved, effective steps-meed be taken to safeguard the public interest. 

The -Committee-recommend _that a high level investigation into the working 
of -the consumer co-operative stores-should be uidertaken. to -devise ways and 
meains to ensure that they function on sound financial footing, The desirability 

of appointing personne! baving practical experience in business may-be*- consi- 

_ dered under-intimation to the Committee. c = ८. 

Y The Committeec would जा50:1॥80 to know the details -of the cises where embez. 
zlements had ta’ken'pla_ce-iu fhese stores.and the ;detailed - circumstances thereof. 

T " "REVENUE 
39, Paragraphi 29 of the’Audit’ Report, 1969-—Resettlement of landless agri- 

cultural workers ‘'on surplus land. .- B 

For rescttlement of landless agricultural workers on _s‘urplus.land, finaneial
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dssistance (loan and grant) was made availablé to them for feclamation of land, 
construction of houses and irrigation facilities. According to PGchrn_'ment 
orders, loans and grants given for construction of houses were to be utilised 
within one year (extendable by six months) but no such time limit has been 
laid for utilisation of assistance given for other purposes. During 1961-62 10 
1965-66, Rs 8.63 lakhs (Rs. 6.70 lakhs loanand Rs. 1,93 lakhs grant) weregiven 
in five districts. 

A test check of the records maintained in these districts brought to notice 
the -following :— - _ _ 
" (a) Unauthorised grant of assistance—In 1961-62 Rs. 0.56 lakh (loan 

Rs. 0.47 lakh and grant Rs. 0.09 lakh) were paid to workers already settled on 
land. This was not covered by the scheme. In May, 1963 Government had 
ordered that responsibility for payment of unauthorised financial assistance 
should 96 fixed ; final outcome was awaited (January, 1969), - 

During 1964-65 also similar assistance of Rs. 0.20 lakh as loan r_wfia.s' paid 
in thirty cases. . : - 

(b) Utiiisation.~Utilisation of financial assistance (Rs. 2.94 lakls loan and 
Rs. 1.26 lakhs grant) in 1,042 cases has not been verified by the department 
even though verification is required to be done within one year of the disburse- 
ment of financial assistance. L | - 

According to the departmental records, Rs. 3.20 lakhs (load Rs. 2.85 lakhs 
and grant Rs. 0.35 lakh) were misutilised/unutilised in 609 cases. In sixty-six 
cases only (loan Rs. 0.87 lakh and grant Rs. 0.02 lakh) action to effect recovery 
had been completed till February, 1969. ’ . 

(0) The instructions of Government (issued in March, 1964) to amend the 
existing छिपा of agreement to ensure fulfilment of the conditions (such- as 
utilisation of the assistance within the prescribed period and [ump sum recovery 
with interest in the event of non-utilisation or misutilisation of assistance) had 
not been complied with. 

The™ department stated in a written memorandum that loans and grants 
given for construction of houses were required to be utilised within one year 
from the date of disbursement (exteridable by six months) and no such time 
limit was laid down for utilisation of assistance given for other PUrpPOses. 
However, the concerned Tehsildars observed the time limit of one year keeping 
in view the provisions contained in the Land Improvement and Agriculturists 
Loans Manual. As regards the particular irregularities noticed during test 

. chdeck of the records maintained in the districts, the position was explained as 
- under — - ' 

(वो Unauthorised grant of assistance.—(i) It was stated that as the pro- gress of expenditure on the resettlement of ejected tenants on the surplus land 
was slow, the then Additional Secretary to Government, Punjab, Revenue 
Department-—vide his D.O. letter dated the 24th October, 1961, directed that - 

“There may be some difficulty in spending adequate amount under 
scheme No. 1 as resettlement of tenants en surplus area has not 

I Progressed sufficiently, but there is no reason why scheme No. पा 
.- should not be pushed through as there 15 no difficulty in finding 

adequate number of persons to whom the waste land is leased out under the provisions of the East Punjab Utilisation of Lands Act.» 
However, no funds were provided by the Government for the second scheme 
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of Harijans‘to besettled under the East PunjabUtilisation of Lands Act, 1949. 

These directions confused the-concerned officials and the funds-allotted for 

disbursement_to cjected tenants were disbursed to the Harijans settled on 

waste-land. “The-explanation of four Tehsildars and-one Naib:Tehsildar- was 

called by-the Commissioner, Ambala -Division, -but in view of-the :position: 

explained above, the cases-against ‘them फटा dropped. - ' <o 

- - = 

(i) T tie-disbursement of similarassistance of R, 0.20-1akh during:1964-65 

was also attributed-to ‘the 'same reasons -as stated in item-(i)*above. Distip: 

linary action-against the defaulting Tehsildars wwas stated tothave beentinitiated . 

by the Commissioner,-Ambala, ‘and: their explanations were:called. -After 

considering-their .explanations; cases against ‘them were dropped. A 

(b) Utilisation-—It was stated that verification -was done within-the sti< 

putated time in all districts except-iniGurgaon-and Karnal. The positionn . 

these districts was stated to be as under \— . ' 
. - 

* Gurgaon.~-A sum of Rs. 60,375 asloan.and Rs. 71,025 as.grant:were:dis- 

bursed in this district and:verification एप: Re:-47,875. 
‘as, loan ‘was made:-Veri- - 

fication of Rs. 24,900 disbursed as grant out of Rs. 71,025 was not made. This 

verification could not-'be made'in time as.the' Government ordef/instructions 

vide which these amounts were! sanctioned did not provide for utilisation/ 

verification stime “limit.” - ‘ o - ' L 

Karnal ~—Verification in 629 cases pertaining to this district (Rs. 2.20 lakhs 

loan,Rs. 0.55dakh grant) wasnotrmade within'oné Jear:of the disbuisement 

of financial assistance. The verification was donein 1968-69.-° Tite then Naib-- 

Tehsildars (Agrarian) were responsible for this verification.  One Naib-Tehsil- 

dar-was statéd tohaveretired onvlst
-Deceimber; 1968 and.the-ottier-had died on 

22nd:Deceniber, 1966: No a.ct‘io‘n‘aco'uld’,‘1ther_cfore',*be'taken.‘a
gai_nst\-'th_em_:‘._m 

) As-rega*'rds"ml"sutilisa‘tion’/un'util
isation.in 609 +cases, ithe rposition- ‘w"a_s 

explaitied as follows +— T - - - - - 

- == = न बन 

Rohtak.—There were 4 cases involving an amount-of-Rs. 400:as.subsidy: 

The then Naib-Tehsildar responsible for default had been challaned in a_cri- 

minal:case andihe -was'_statcd__st'o‘haVe-been,-.convicte_d_t
to a fine.of--Rs:.1,600 o 

in-default>to indergo »simple_'imprisonmentwfor अंडा ‘months.. - 

. ~Gurgagon.—Lodn -including rxubsidy= (subsequently .converted -into ~loan) 

amounting-to Rs.-3;09,000 was misutilised. ~ A-sum'uf-Rs:_.Q,ZO,SBS_.h_ad\si_n'c
e 

been srecovered. sTherecoveryof ‘the- balance :amount was- stated-to be-in 

progress.’ - *- न. ०-7... «-. 7 

7 Antbala—~An amount o'f_*Rs'_.-'_?.Z;_SOO-w_a_s’-_misutilise_d-‘i_n :30 
éases in-theyears 

1964-65 and 1965-66, Lump-sum recov_e_iry"was"stated to have’been made:in 

27 __cases.*'In*{h_e-‘rem“ain'ing’thre'e ‘cases«
recovery of 1Rs.7661.70 had-also been 

m_a.de_-an___d'the"rcco"very-of-t"flhe"ba_lance-amo'
u'nt_'o'f Rs.’1,588.30 was'in progress. 

" Karmal.—Ai amount . of 'Rs: 1,532,450 as’loan and‘Rs. 11,750 as1subsidy 

_was."misutil_ls'e_d out-of ‘which Rs. 79,04666; iad since been recovered.” - 

G G’-__,urg_a"on."—'T'he-__D_e‘p"'u_'td.y (Comimissioner;> 
Gurgaon reportedthat the 

existing form of agreement had ’been got amended as ‘soon asit‘was:pointed 

ot by the party. 
-
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It was further stated during oral examination that no assistance was now being given under the scheme for the resettlement of tenants, . 

L The Committee regret to observe that the scheme was introduced without examining all the relevant issues and the position became worse as a result of the confusing orders issued by the Additional Secretary to Government, Pusjah, Revenue Department, i October, 1961, as a result of which the ficld stafl disbursed assistance for a purpose not strictly covered under the scheme, Moreover, even the fandamental requirement of verification of the proper utilisation of lgans within the stipulated time was not prescribed. It was prima-facie left to the field' stafl to presume things and to draw their own time schedules, In fact the introduction of half-baked schemes generally leads to complications and financial irregularities. Although this particnlar scheme is no longer in operation,, the Committee would urge that as and when such a scheme is undertaken clear cut directions shonld be issued to all concerned, . 

फिर Committee would also like to एट informed about the progress of recovery - of loans and subsidy where these were not properly utilised and about the verification of their proper utilisation jn the Iemaining cases, 

"'WELFARE OF SCHEDULED CASTES AND _BACKWARD CLASSES 
40. Paragraph 23 of the Aidit Report, 1969—Withdrawa) of funds in advance of requirements. . 

" According (0 financial rules, nio mioney should be drawn from the treasury unless it is required for immediate. disbursement. . 

Rupees.S lakhs were drawn by the Director, Welfare of Scheduled Castes and Backward Classes, on 30th March, 1968, for investment as share capital in a Harijan co-operative finance and development corporation. The amount was converted into a remittance treasury receipt in favour of the Corporation but the payment was withheld as ths Corporation had not started functioning, In February, 1969, Government intimated that the amount was refunded into Treasury in November. 1968. 

The department stated in a written memorandum that the sanction for .the drawal of the amount of Rs. 5 lakhs was received by the Director of Welfare of Scheduled Castes and Backward Classes on the 29th March, 1968. There was' no restriction/condition imposed by Government/Finance Denafirment to be complied with before drawing the payment. The ainount was, there fore, drawn from the Treasury on the 30th March, 1968, for ‘immediate dis- bursement. Tt was converted into a remittance treasury receipt in favour of the ‘Secretary of the Haryana Harijan Co-operative Finance and Develops ment Corporation. (Director; Welfare of Scheduled Cagtes ‘and Backward Classes, Haryana, himself was: the Secretary of the Corporation in hig €xa officio capacity.} But it was not clear as to whether the remittance, treasury receipt was to be delivered to the Cashier of the Corporation or ary’ other Member of the Board of Directors, The Director, Welfare _of Schedulcd - Castes and Backward Classes, immediately referred the matter to Government on the 30th March, 1968, for giving clear insfructions in the matter. Ulijs mately,. on receipt of the advice of the Finance Department on the 8th Octo- ber, 1968, the amount was refunded info the Treasury cn 7th November, 1968, It was “also stated that although the Corporaiion had been registered on 30th 

v 
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March, 1967, under the Punjab Co-operative’ Societies A .t;1961, and its. bye: 

laws were approved by the Government on the'22rd March, 1968, it- could 

not come into existence in practical shaye as the Registrar, Co-operative So; 

cieties, did not agree 10 the proposal for nominating the first Board of Directors 

of the-Corporation as permitted under bye-laws on 100 ground that it was not 

permissible under-the Punjab Co-operative Sccieties एप एप 7 e 

- 1, YT e Tttt 
Tt was further mentioned during the course of oral evidence (8 the Cor-" 

poration had-been wound up:because Government . had subsequently decided 

fo utilise the funds for all these purposes through a company to be constituted, 

unider the Companies Act.- It was also stated that the af oresaid- company had 

since been registered and would start functioning very shortly. = -, ; 

! < . - - एक e 

On a specific enquiry 85 to whether it was not possible before the money 

was drawn to carry out all the investigations and make sure that. money could 

be paid before उ March, फिट departmental represcntaiive  intimated,that 

after issue of the sanction by the Government cerfain lacunae. came to notice 

of the deflartment which could not be anticipated carlfer: * ४, 

जा Committee are extremely unktappy, at undue baste with which the amount 

of Rs. 5 lakhs was sanctioned and drawn from the treasury. The Hearijen Ca- 

operative Finance and Development Corporation with whom the amount. of 

Rs. 5 laklis was to be invested as the share,capital did not actually start’ fune- 

tioning and the Departmedt was unawar¢ as to whom the money Wwas to be 

advanced and what docoments were to be exccuted for the purpose in order 

to safegnard the interests of the Goyernment. ' 
i 

- 
f-.".. 

T, T, v 

B दि S 

The Committee strongly feel that before the amount was sanctioned :and 

allowed to be drawn from the tressury all the preliminaries should have been 

completed and definite instructions given for its proper dishursement and dis-. 

charge of relevant docnments: The Committee also  regret to note दमा even, 

after the money was drawn there was considerable- delay in finalising the issues . 

and refunding the amount into the treasury. ’ T 

The Committee.would urge that suitable ingtructicns should te issucd-to 211 

concerned for avoiding.such instances in future. The Committee feel that such 

cases of hasty drawal of funds and.keeping them anutilised .seriously: a‘fiect the 

ways and means position of the Government towards the cnd of the financial 

year when the pressureonits cashresourcesis especially heavy. The Commiltee 

feel that the only way to ensure that this does not happen will ke for Govern- 

ment (0 insist and ensUre that all sanctions to grants-in-aid, subsidy, contribu- 

tions to share capital efc. are finalised before the end of Fehruary cachyesr and 

that *unSpent amounts are surrendered before the 31st of March. Altbough the’ 

financial rales provide for such surrender, freqUent breach of the rules can only 

be prevented if Government take seriols notice and punish defaulters. 

. HARYANA STATE ELECTRICITY BOARD- ', _-: 
T 

41. Paragraph 53 of the Audit Report, 1969—Infructuoug expenditure, of 

Rs. 19,400. T . . A 

Audit had pointed out that construction of a switch:house building at 

Sonepat was completed in March, 1965, at a cost of Rs..54,¢€C0 through a con- 

tractor. The work was ceriified (0 have been completed . satisfactorily .and
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according to specifications by the Sub-Divisionall Officer-in=charge ffom:” Feb- 
ruary to April, 1964, - In September, 1967; however, thé*beams in the roof.of 
the building were found to be. bending. The Executivé.Engineer; Civil 
Works (T) Division, Hissar, statéd” in May, 1968, that the reinforcement-was 
“putin a wrong way”. The roof wasre-laid in'Tanuary; 1968, at acost’ of 
Rs. 19,400, While the question of fiZationr of responsibility was:under: investi: 
gation, the Sub-Divisional Officer retired from service on 7ih April, 1964, 

The Board 'stafed in a writfen memtrandum that affer \proper investiga- 
tion‘into the case, responsibility had' been fixed onithe Sub-Divisicnal Officer 
(since refired) पक to the extent of 1/3rd of the 1055, wiz, Rs’ 6,469 and. on- the 
Sectional Officer (since allocated to Punjab Siate Eleciricity Board):ztoxthe 
extent of 2/3rd share of the loss, viz, Rs. 12,939. Rs. 795 payable to the Sub- 
Divisional Officer on accourit of remaining part of deathtumeretirement 
gratuity had ‘been appropriated- towards hisshare of theloss, and' the balance 
amount of Rs. 5,674 being irrecoverable had been written -off. Fhe mafter in. 
regard to the recovery of loss from the Scciional Officer was under correspon- 
dence with the Punjab State Elcctricity Board. , | RN i 

. It was added that the Divisional Accountant who was responsible for pre- 
auditing the bill failed to point out that the -certificefe- regarding 1he work 
having been executed according 10 the prescribed drawings and «pecifications 
bad not ‘bécn recofded by the S.D.0. - The Divisional Accountant. had al- 
ready been charge-sheeted for this-lapse. The Execulive Engineer who 
failed” to detect this omission was stated to have been allecatcd to Punjab. 
His explanation had already been called for. : - - 

_ 7 ~During oral evidence,the deparimemtal representative stafcd 1hat the beam 
irthe roofs-of the building was found 1o फिट bending becouse the reinforce- 
ment was put in the wrong way. The departmental. represenfative -was asked 
to examine whether it was not- (he [jability *of thé contrecior in case the 
fre1tt1111"(}r1nc:e111‘entiwas wrong: The dcpartment promised-to examine this point. 
urther - .. . 

b/_ The Committee would like (0 know (he progress in regard to the s 1¢ccvay 
of the [655 from the Scctional Officer and fipalisation of ecticr cgeinet (E¢ Exc- 
cotive Engineer-and the Divisional Accountsnt concerred. . . 

Th Committee would also like to know the utcome of (ke furtEer in- 
vegtigation info the - question of liability-of the contractor for layirg कराए 1c- 
inforcement in the roofs of the building., .~ Lo 

42. Paragraph 54 of फिर Audit Report, 1969—Purchase 6f defective materizL 
* ""Audit had pointed- out that 13,050 kilograms of hot -dip galvanised 

bolts and nuts werc purchased from a firm in November, 1565 and 
February, 1966, for Rs. 43,200 by the Superintending Engincer, Karnal 
Circle, for strengihening of 132 K.V. Panipat-Hansi -Jine. While using 
the materials, it was noticed that they could not stand the noimal load 
of tightening..with. nuis. 'The -Sub-Divisional Officer; Penipat £ Sub-Bivision, 
wrote to (एड supplying firm in March, 1966, for replacément of the 
entite quantity supplied. The supplier, however, decclined to replace 
the material, stating that the supplies were made zecording 10 thepur- 
chase order: which did not have any provision for _tightering {oTque 
The firm - also held that in the absence. of any specifications,.- they 
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supplied- ordinary: bolts. aind nuts' confoerming 1o-1he Britichstandard:specifi- ः 

cation: ि०:. 916 On being . approached. by - the Board, ‘the, National 

Test-House; Culculta, “certificd ता Jenuary 15€8 that-the material supplied- 

was- in accordance with the Brifish. standard specifications.  The Board: 
inforned Audit: jn.. November, 1968 “that i(: hidi since. been. decided to . 
use . the: material-on>other works. The responsibility’ for placing--an 10« 

complete ‘purchase order, without indicating thé specifications, had- not- 

been: fixed till- November;. 1968, - - 

The Board stated in a written memorandum that the following specifica- 

tion was laid down in the-Notice: Inviting Tendcr/Purchase. ©Order :— ¢ 

. - ! || ' + 

~“Notice TInviting Tender™ T T 

GK.W.or Ta_ta- M‘ake Gfl.'-I'. Bolts and Nuts “size (assorted sizes). accord- 

ing to the B.S.S. 916. 

- Purchase Order - 
. रे ) . _ _‘.'2” Xg.}](‘” 2 _ 

.Hot Dip. Galvanized. HRH Bolts and. Nuts size T{7c9/16" 

- 

Tightening torque was not mentioned specifically cithier in the 

Notice Inviting Tender orthe Purchase Order”. . 

"It was also stated that as a result of using them on the work, (110 5.10.0 

T/L, Sub-Division, Panipat found that these Bolts and Nuts did notwithstand 

the normal load of tightening. He reported this to the suppliets requesting 

them to replace the supply. Since the supplicr did not agree to replace their 

supply, two samples .of each size -of ~ Bolts and -Nuts. were forwdrded by the 

Executive - Engineer, Panipat Division No. 1, to the National Test House, 

Alipur, Calcutta, in December, 1967 with a request that' they be tested with 

reference 10 955 916. According to Test Certificate issued by the National } 

Test .House, Alipur, Calcutta, in January 1968, samples of the Bolts etc. 

were found as conforming to BSS 916/1953. ’ 

Tt was further stafed that out of the total supply of 13050-KG  of th 

_Eclts ard Nuts, 45¢0 K.G: had since been utilized on other works. 

The. Board .had also-argued. that it was not customary to put down th® 

requirement of tighténing torque in the specifications for Nuts . and'- Bolts. 

nor wassuch a stipulation included in the B.S:S. 916/1953, which formed. the 
basis of the Notice Inviting Tender. It was, therefore, assumed that the Nuts 

_and Bolts conforming to this specification would automatically withstand 

the tightening torque applied in such cases.. ' The Case Was stated  to have been 

“'takén up with the British. Standard -Institute to obtain further clarification 

85 to the normal expectation of tightening torque in such cases. On receipt 

s of their reply, the-question, of enforcing the.résponsibility of the. _supplier 

would be examined.. . . - रा . . 

. -_Durm'g the: course - of oral examination, it-was stated that the Sub- 

Divisional Officer tested the strength of these Bolts:and Nuts by applying 

an inrcorrect method as a result of which he thought that these Nuts and 

. Bolts- would not ‘withstand: the'load. ~ It-was also-mentioned by- the’depar:- 

mental representative that theg were: buying .GK'W bolts -of BSS. It was
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found that the bolts purchased earlier could not withstand the load agcertain 
towers had fallen and, therefore, it “'was considered that standard quality- 
material should be used. On being pointed out by the Committee that the 
purchase - order did not specify . either jabout GKW or BSS 916, the depart- 

- mental representative stated that hé would examine this point ‘and inform 
the Committee. Subsequently the Committee was informed in a written 
reply that the bolts supplied were GKW make and instructions have ‘been 
issued to field officers to mention carefully the specifications; of the material 
ia the purchase order. 

To an enquiry whether the Board have any rules about the selection 
of samples for testing where  the quality of a product was doubtful, the 
Board’s representative stated that there was no system and the bolts were 
taken out for inspection and testing at random. He added that for future 
a procedure will be laid down for selection of samples. P 

/_The Committee observe that while the Notice Inviting Tender did make 
s mention about the quality of these bolts and nats as GKW or TATA MAKE, con- 
forming to BSS 916, the purchase order contained no mention abont the quality 
of these bolts and nuts to be supplied. There was thus a serious lacena in 
the Purchase Order. ) - 

The Committee are unable to believe that the method adeptéd by the S.D.O. 
concerned for testing the strength of the bolts and nuts was not correct, parti- 
cularly as it was obviously accepted by the department in the first instance. | 

The Committee would पर to know the result of the reference stated to ha’lve' 
been made to the British Standard Institute for obtaining further clarification 
in regard to expected tightening torque and the extent to which the liability 
of the supplier could be enforced. o 

If the bolts and nuts had indeed been supplied according to specification 
and had still failed, it would be indicative of a serious lapse in drawing up the 
specifications. The fact that the bolts and nuts had te be diverted to other works 
strongly indicates that either there was a defect in drawingup the specifications 
or a defect in the purchase process which enable the supplier to take advantage or, 
finally, notwithstanding correct specifications the supplier has supplied defective 
bolts. The Committee desire that it should be quickly determined as to which 
of these three possible causes was the real contributing factor for the defective 
supply and that responsibility for it should be fixed under intimation to the 
Committee, g 

The Committee may also be informed as to how the balance quantity of 
8,490 KG of bolts and ruts has been utilized or is proposed tobe disposed of. 

The Committee would also like to know ifrules laying down procedure for 
selection of samples for testing and inspection kave been framed. . 

. 43. ‘Paragraph 55 of the Audit Report, 1969—Under assessment of 
lectricity Charges, . ' _ K 

A test-check by Audit of the consumers’ accounts maintained dur-ing the 
Years 1965-66 and 1967-68 in 47 revenue offices showed that in 1,450 cases 
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Rs 7.64 lakhs had been under-assess 
below :(— - - 

ed or recovered short as detailed 

. .. 1९०. 01 . Amount | Nature of charges 
. . cases under-assessed ] ) _ or short. . 

नि - recovered _ 

) | Rs. 

% I. Egergy Charges ः «न 650, 5,59,300 
. 2. Minimum Consumption Guarantee . 437. 1,14,000 
दि 3. Electricity Duty . 363 - 91,000 

3 - : Total «ये 764300 

‘Out of the above, Rs. 6-21 lakhs (1,197 cases) were outstanding for recovery till 3151 July, 1968. 
M 

The Board stated in evidence that after further verification, the correct amount of electricity charges outstanding on 3lst July, 1968, worked out to Rs. 4,87,084. OQut of this Rs. 3,53,477 had since been realised and for the balance Rs. 1,33,607 details are -as under :-— 

. . o Re ... 
(/) Amount written off . . . 6831 

*L = (i) Not found recoverable on examination of - o ST individual accounts, o - 12241 
कं) Court cases (still pending)_ o «- ** . 10,900 

- (:)v'_ Amou(nf. against*disconnected consumers s -"2.1,436 ह 
w2 उठ Cases under examination न; ~ 2T 722,199 . 

. The under-assessments of the electricity chages were attributed 
to the following factors -;— ने 

क
ा
 

ये
 

नी
 

सर
 

(/)-Wrong application of tariff, - . 
" “(#) Wrong calculations/totalling mistakes; o A . -, (iif) Non-compounding of tariff, ) ) - (i) In-correct levy of 'service and meter rentals. - = -, (v) Non-levy of Surcharge. - - T o {(vi) Non-levy. of average charges in the cases of burnt{defective_._, - meters. -~ - - . (एवं) Non-levy of M.C.G. ' T 
(viif) Dispute”  about load. ' ः ः +-... एप) Other disputes/controversies  between - the- consumers. and v _ - the Board etc,- - -7 T . ™ 
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However, it was stated” that these = under-asséssments/mistakes,” dis~ 
putes had to be judged against the background of total revenue, " assess- 

ment and realisation made by the Board every year, which was to the 

tune of Rs. 9-25crores. While all siecessary care was taken _ (0 ensure 

that ‘the billing was done correctly, mistakes  sometimes did arise in 

actual practice. They were rectified assoon as they came to notice either 

directly or through internal or statutory. audit. 

It was further stated that the Board had already reorganised its 

internal .audit  department and a separate branch under -the. charge 
of Chisf Auditor had been constituted. It was hoped that with the intedsifi- 

cation of internal audit all the cases of under-assessments would be rectified- 

in-timie उ not altogether eliminated. Besides a strict” view was also being 

taken where the failure of the revenue officials concerned. was . clearly 
established. दि 

In reply to an enquiry during the course of oral examination in regard 
to-the total arrears -of revenue outstanding on 318t Mirch, 1971, the Board's 

reprcsenw/vtati e stated that according to the balance-sheet as on 31st March, 

1971 the*’sundry debtors-for electricity supplied amounted to Rs. 65,24,334. 

The Committee view ‘with concern the numiber .rof- ‘cases - of wider~ 

assessments/mistakes, etc. and the extent of total outstanding arrears 

towards the electricity-charges which were to-the tune ‘0f Rs.'65-24 Takhs as on 

31st-March, 1971. N ] _ T 

The Committee:_would:urge, thit imniediaté.and: effective “steps should:be 

taken to ensnre that electricity charges are computed as accurately as pos- 

gible and that instances of under-assessments etc,, are reduced to the minimum, 

The Committee would like that the outstanding arrears should be 

liquidated with the utmost attention and -speed-.cand further- recommend 
that serious cases of delay or miscalculations-may be-:thoroughly. investigated 

and responsibility fixed on the defaulting ‘officers/officials. 
[ 

- = P नाल 44, Paragraph 56 of the Audit Report, 1969—Nou-utilisation of a vehicle 

due-tofabnormal delay inrepairs;~= < - या गा 

- ,Audit had pointed out that a new-pick-up-‘van. was purchaset by the 

Sub-Divisional ‘Officer, Gurgaon for Rs. 19,000 in November, 1960. The 
Vehiclé was - -entrusted- to -a -localzprivate repairs Workstiop for carrying 

out repairs in November, 1962, when it had run only 35,050 kilometres- during 

November, 1960 to April, 1962. Material worth Rs. 2,000 was also issued 

from the departmental stores for repairs to-the vehicle.” Thedepartment did 
not take action to get back:theé vehicle-from:thefirm after repairs until June, 

1966, when the failure was pointed. out iby:the .Superintending)Enfineer in 

his tour note. In: December, 1967, :the-Haryana. State<El¢ctricity Board 

advised the Chief Engineer that material-evidence should- be -collected for 

prosecition-of he Workshop -and the negligent:officers should’be punished. 

The action taken by the Chief Engineer in the matter had notibeen intimated 

to Audit till February, 1969, e . ST . 

- The Bxecutive:Engineer informed the SuperintendingEngineer'in January, 

1968, that the representative of the firm had agreed totreturn the vehicle duly 
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०, Within thirty days dnd that an‘advance payient 6f परे, 400 yiould be 
1¢02d"the firm for the work.already done. ~ The: Chief Engineer informed 

\:fi&éebruary, 1969, that the pick-up van had béen brought back from- the 

.Yorkshop ~unrepaired on, 22nd .August, 1968. o . 

The Board stated in a written memorandum that the vehicle was . made 
over to the private Workshop .for repairs in November, 1962 at a cost of 

Rs. 2,400 plus the value of spares which were to be issued from the-depari- 

mental stores. The record of the Board did not show the reasons for which 

the vehicle could not be taken back from the firm until it was pointed out 
एफ thé Superintending Engincer in June; 1966. But it appeared that there 

was, indifference and .hegligence on-the part of the Board officers/officials 
in not having initiated proper timely action against the firm to retrieve-the 
vehicle. For this, three Executive Engincers,” two Sub-Divisional- Officers 

and four Line Superintendents  had been held responsible. Of: these-one 
Executive Engineer. had since- been promoted 85 Superintending - Engineer 

and one S.D.O. wat allocated to Punjab State Electricity - Board. Disciplinary 

action was being initiated against these officers/officials under the Punishment 
and Appeal Rules. A . . - 
br ot Don नल im T बन s - - "उस न न न्य पक L 

Out of the spare parts worth Rs. 1,776 issued to the privaté Fepair Works 
shop, spares worth Rs. 618 had since been collected back from the workshop 

while parts valuing Rs. 283 had been fitted in the vehicle as duly verified by 

the Ficld Officer. The remaining spares for Rs.875 had not been returned 
by the workslop.: =& < - - Y N 

T 
e . - वन पा B 

= ~In’reply (0 ad enguiry-from the Committee; the Board stated (081. 30611067 

similar case had थ50 .come-to their notice where-a pick-up belonging to 
Charkhidadri -Sub-Division was sent to a Workshop in the year: 1967 -for 
carrying out repairs and general overhaul. This vehicle was obtained back” 

in August, 1971, -Further-action to fix responsibility in this case was:stated 
to be under examination, - ~ -~ e T - 

के The Committee were surprised to note that a néw pick-tip van which had 
covered only 35,050 kilometres in a-period of about two years needed such intensive 

repairs and once it was sent to a private- workshop for repairs no_action was 

taken to retrieve it for about six years. Even after the Superintending 

Engineer: kad pointed b.out the default in June, 1966, no tangible. steps seem to 
have heen taken for-about-1}-years-to et back the vehicle from the yorkshop. .. 

a लि " « दी. - न नम - - 

- R = - P 

- ‘The C'om"m_i't_te_e_' Q_w_oql_ld'*hlik_e to he -info_rmed—-'”‘-': R P e & 

o - i B BS 

_"‘_, [ . 
2= - sl 

i 7» - proper-and timely action, for retrieving the_’_v_ehi_cle i 

"+ (b)-whether the balance spares worth RS. 875 have béen obtained from the 

T ‘workshop . 7. -_ L~ - ¢ कि T .-y - i कि 
— . LI दे. P ] 

dmmd नाना ६८ * Lo 

- 

(दो whether the vehicle has since been got'- repa"'u"ed and “56; the cost 
at which it has been repaired ; and न ST 

" (d). about .the aétion taken agalnst officers responsible in -the Second 
= case relating to Charkhi Dadri Sub-Division,: - W a T
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- - The Committee would further like that the desirability of taking- p . . . Suj, action against the private repair workshop owners for not returning the -« ‘2l after repairs for such a long time may also be considered and.the- Com;’.ff_fes informed as to how the services of the drivers employed for the two vehicles wee utilised during the period during which they remained idle, 

” 45, Paragraph 57 of the Audit Report, 1969—Trregularities in stores accounts. : - ] - 

.- Audit had mentioned that an examination of reports of stock verification conducted by departmental officers and a test check of accounts of thé Board revealed ten cases of shortages and losses of stores relating 16 the period from December, 1961 to November, 1967: Out of the total amount of Rs, 1,68,352 a sum of Rs. 36,428 only had been adjusted/recovered and the balance amount of Rs 1,31,924 was still pending recovery/adjustment till November, .1968. A sum of Rs. 75,994 had, howeyer, been placed under “Miscellancous Public Works Advances.” L पट पा - नारी 
ला Out of these 10 cases, details of two involving stores w'or_th_‘ Rs 99,747 are 85 under :— - - -, - TS LR 

- () Papipat Division No. हो, Pamipat  :Z- % ~ Z.i- नल : - e . 2 कि कर "7 As a result of physical भहापीट्म्पंएते of stores conducted by the:Stock Verifier during October, 1965/September, 1966, shortages of stores worth Rs: 25,477 were noticed- Against this, 2 sum of Rs. 23,596 was placed-under the. head “Miscellaneous Public Works:- Adyances” pending finai Iecovery. or adjustment. . SR T LS 4P B राय 
" 

= " _Inthe same Division, the Sub-Divisional Officer, Suburban- ‘Sub-Division, Panipat, while taking measurements of certain works during July,” 1965, to September, 1965, pointed out less consumption of quantities of certain_store articles worth Rs. 5,564 as compared to the quantities shown 0 Thave been actually consumed by the three Line Superintendents: The amount had been placed under the head “Miscellaneous Public “‘Works Advances” -pending recovery or adjustment. o -1 o . - + - R L R e - a ली » न m s 
- - - - -t 

", Further, stores worth Rs. 1,716 drawn from * Central-Stores_by a - Line Superintendent in January and April, 1964, weré not accounted for. The amount was adjusted in the Divisional record in March, 1967; by debit-fo the head *“Miscellaneous Public Works Advances” pending recovéry of adjistment. 

-~ (i) “HiSar Division - - - AT 
roofen o - .- - - The physical Verification of stores of different ‘Sub-divisions conducted by the Stock Verifier during the months of February, October and November, 1967, revealed shortages of material worth Rs. 66;990; ‘The depdrtiient intimat- ed in September, 1968, that out of Rs, 47,363 placed under the head “Miscella- neous Public Works Advances” a sum of ९६. 35,584 had since been finally adjusted in aceounts; 2o - उन 2. पदक e v दिन पडा 

- - - - 
- कि थे LY T T T लग जग न 

e उभ - JERA - बा ना था ना के * मनन ] 

The Board stated in a written teply that the fotal amount of shhortagesflo'ss in stores worked out to Rs. 1,82,095 and not Rs:1,68,352 mentioned in the audit paragraph. “The difference was due_to the fact: that_at the time of audit 
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insgeofion,_ the physical verification of Stores at *Ha’njsi-w'as,-s_u'll. in progress 
an “after accounting for the final shortages it came to notice that-the shortages 
had increased from Rs. 1,68,352 10 Rs. 1,82,095. Of this a sum of Rs 31,789 

/ had been adjusted/finally recovered.’ A sum of Rs. 1,33,146 had been charged 
to the head “Miscellaneous Public Works Advances” out of which Rs. 82,700 
had further been adjusted. .It was added- that responsibility for shortages 
amounting to Rs. 50,906 had since been fixed. As regards the two cases 
relatidng to Panipat Division and Hissar Division, the position was éxplained 
85 under i— - - . - _ . 

- - - - - 
4 

[ 

Panipat Divison™ , _ . ° . 
- - e - 

" * The correct amount plaoed‘under'thme_ h-eadh “Miscelnla-ne-ous-Pu”b.l-ic Works 
Advances” was Rs, 31,175, The remaining amount of Rs. 1,582 was not 
adjusted under this head due to certain disputes arising between two divisions. 

" The latest position regarding the outstanding shortages was stated to be 
as under i— - 

- Rs | 
Total shortages as per audit paragraph o 32,757 

Less shortages reconciledfadjusted .. 19,993 

Balance shortages awaiting adjustment . 12,764 

Shortages for which responsibility had been allocated . 9,487 

Cases under further investigation .. 3,276 

- 

Hissar Division ! 

As per latest information received, a total amount of Rs. 52,089 was 
stated to have been placed under the head “Miscellaneous Public Works 
Advances”. The balance amount of Rs. 14,901 not debifed to this head 
had been adjusted against surpluses after due verification. 

The latest position of the recoveries/adjustments was shown as under:— 

By Rs Rs 

(a) Total amount of shortages as एटा audit paragraph .. 66,950 

Deduct —{i) Shortages reconciled/adjusted .. 55,080 

(if) Cost of P. C. C. Poles in broken condition 
and some missing parts of petty nature to be 
written off .. 232 55312 

—_— आना —— 

{b) Balance shortages for which responsibility has been fixed .. 11,678 

It was further stated that the control of various stores depots had been 
taken away from the jurisdiction”of-thHe Divisional Officers and centralised 
under the Controller of Stores at the Headquarters Office under the direct 
charge of the Chief Engineer. The agency of stock verifiers, who had to carry 
out physical verification of stores in the Stores depots, had also been | placed
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under the charge of the Controller_:_o‘-f' *Stores. The™ stores "v"aluer'll__ed'_g'e‘r‘s, 
which were previously maintained in the-stores depots,locally had be_em‘n 
transferred to the central office and-only the ‘stores quantity ledger cards weré 
now béing maintained in the stotes depots—= " " . नि 

levels, - - " पा कप - 

The Committee may be informed about the progress of the sottloment of 
all ontstanding cases particularly in respect of Panipat and Hissar Divisions. 
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